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"All copsite things decay. Strive diligeatly.

-- Buddha (his last words)

Volume 9, Number 4

In mid-March, the PEP tunneling-machine was

well into the first 800-foot section of tunnel

being dug for the new storage-ring project at

SLAC. The machine was advancing at a rate of

about 50 feet per day and expected to reach day-

light on April 7. The back cover of this issue

of the Beam Line shows the end of this journey.

(Photo by Joe Faust.)
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ATOM SMASHERS--50 YEARS

By Dietrick E. Thomsen

[Reprinted from Science News, December 17, 1977]

It starts with cutout portraits of Marie

Curie and several of her contemporaries. It ends

with Samuel C.C. Ting's Nobel diploma. The

Smithsonian Institution calls it Atom Smashers-

Fifty Years. It's an exhibit that opened at the

National Museum of Science and Technology on Dec-

ember 2.

Fifty years represents the time that has el-

apsed since Ernest 0. Lawrence and Robert J. Van

de Graaff started working in their ideas for ac-

celerators. It is something of a shock to recall

how small Lawrence's first cyclotron really was

[11 inches in diameter]. At the other end of

the scale, a visitor to the exhibit can enter a

representation of the synchrotron tunnel at Fer-

milab. Lawrence's first cyclotron would sit com-

fortably upon a kitchen table; Fermilab's synch-

rotron is more than 6 kilometers around. The

difference in scale is seldom so graphically dis-

played in two corners of a single room.

The exhibit actually begins with a prologue:

the equipment used for nuclear physics by Madame

Curie, Lord Rutherford and others in the days be-

fore accelerators. In those days the glassblow-

er's art was essential to nuclear physics.

Much of the history of particle accelerators

took place in the United States, so the subject

is especially fitting for a national museum. At

Berkeley in the early 1930s Lawrence and his col-

laborators began the development of circular ac-

celerators that culminates today in Fermilab and

the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron. At the same

time, Van de Graaff, who worked at Princeton and

at MIT, invented one of the first designs for a

linear accelerator. (Strangely, Cockcroft and

Walton seem to have been overlooked.) The apo-

gee of linear accelerators today is the two-mile

electron linac at Stanford, and it seems fitting

that that University should have it, since much

of the technology that makes large linear accel-

erators possible was developed there.

Indeed, the exhibit underlines the large con-

tribution to accelerator history made by just

two universities, Stanford and Berkeley. Europ-

eans will object, but as far as the United States

is concerned, a lot of particle physics equipment

could bear an "invented in California" stamp.

Many of the seminal ideas were developed in the

environs of the same city that gave us flower

children and topless bars. I wonder if there's

a connection.

Those who remember the history and those who

want to learn it will find the famous names dis-

played here: Lawrence and Van de Graaff, Kerst

(who developed the betatron), the Varian broth-

ers, Hansen and Alvarez (contributions to lin-

ear accelerators), Macmillan and Veksler (who

both came up with the idea that led to the syn-

chrotron and made possible the modern develop-

ment of circular accelerators). Particle de-

tectors from the days of Geiger and Muller to

Glaser (he invented the bubble chamber) and be-

yond are represented.

The last part of the exhibit deals with

storage rings and colliding beams, a chapter of

history that was largely written in Europe. It

begins with the first storage ring, which was

built at the Frascati laboratory near Rome,

and concludes with one of the beam collision

sections from the Intersecting Storage Rings at

Geneva, now the world's largest storage ring

installation. That leads up to Ting's Nobel

diploma (he shared the 1976 prize with Burton

Richter), which was given for a discovery that

was made with both a synchrotron and a storage

ring.

It is a bit breathtaking to be reminded

that all this development took place within the

span of less than the actuarial mean life ex-

pectancy of one person. Those who remember

the history can give themselves a test at the

start of the exhibit. There is a slide show

that flashes pictures of historically important

accelerators. Try to name them all without

reference to the captions. Those who want to

learn the history will find the captions ex-

tensive and explanatory. There are also work-

ing exhibits that the vistor can manipulate,

which demonstrate some of the basic principles

of accelerator physics.

Photographs show that the visible portion

of the Andromeda Nebula is but the central and

brighter region of a vast spiral mass of faint

light whose extreme diameter is almost three

degrees, or six times the apparent size of the

moon. The outer parts of the nebula have been

resolved on E. P. Hubble's photographs into

countless thousands of tiny stars, and by the

discovery of variable stars among them it has

become possible to find the distance and size

of the entire stupendous system.' Hubble's

latest data make the distance 870,000 light

years and the extreme diameter 45,000 light

years. Until a few years ago it was supposed

that the entire universe of stars was not

nearly as big as this. With the 100-inch tel-

escope and long exposures under good conditions

it should be possible to distinguish the image

of a nebula as faint as the 18th magnitude

from that of a star and thus to reach objects

at the distance of 140 million light years.

Nebulae twice as far away might be photographed

but they could not be distinguished from faint

stars unless and until a larger telescope than

we now possess is provided.
--Scientific American

November 1927

_ __ _ I __ _______
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SSRL REPORT I

Wigglers-What And Why

All of the beam stations at SSRL use synch-

rotron light that comes from the transverse ac-

celeration of electrons as they pass over the

main bending magnets of the SPEAR Ring--the so-

called guide field magnets which make up the

ring and determine its radius. The ring was not

originally designed for synchrotron radiation

purposes, and it is clear that is not really an

optimum way of producing it. This is because

the endpoint of the synchrotron radiation spec-

trum is proportional to the cube of the electron

energy (E < 4 GeV at SPEAR) and inversely prop-

ortional to the bending radius (fixed at p =

12.7 meters for SPEAR). Thus to increase the

available x-ray energy, there must be either an

increase in the electron energy or a decrease

in the bending radius. But there's a catch;

although the photon energy increases fastest

with increases in the electron energy, so does

the power bill (roughly as the square of the

electron energy), so that is not really a very

good solution.

Being budget-conscious SSRL staffers, we

would like to find a way to decrease the elec-

tron energy based on the power consumption ar-

gument. As we are all sometimes painfully

aware, however, we don't really have much say

about the energy of the electrons. Moreover,

we have even less to say about the bending rad-

ius. If we change that, the beam won't even go

around the ring (remember the vacuum chamber

has the same radius), so what can be done to

get around this?

Our answer is "wigglers." A wiggler is a

series of closely spaced dipole magnets alter-

nating in polarity which wiggle the electrons

as they pass through. This does not change the

beam itself; however, it does produce a lot of

synchrotron radiation.

The wiggler built for SPEAR has a total of

seven poles. These give three complete wiggles

within a space of about 1 meter so that the ap-

paratus fits into the straight section directly

upstream of the ring bending magnet that defines

the source point for Beam Line III.

The wiggler and its transport system are

designated Beam Line IV. Currently they are

scheduled for installation at the same time as

Beam Line III, sometime in summer or early fall

1978. Current funding limitations will probab-

ly not allow us to build an external beam line,

however, until the next scheduled shutdown per-

iod, which begins in January 1979.

Until then the only experiments being plan-

ned involve simple measurements of the inten-

sity and polarization produced by the wiggler.

These will be carried out inside the SPEAR tun-

nel in conjunction with operational studies of

how the wiggler influences the ring. Such

studies should aid in planning future wiggler

installations and will be carried out in collab-

oration with the Brookhaven National Laboratory

and the SSRL user community.

--Jim Spencer

[See the next page for a recent photograph of

most of the members of the SSRL staff.]

UNIFIED FIELD THEORY

By Tim Joseph

In the beginning there was Aristotle,

And objects at rest tended to remain at rest,

And objects in motion tended to come to rest,

And soon everything was at rest,

And God saw that it was boring.

Then God created Newton,

And objects at rest tended to remain at rest,

And objects in motion tended to remain in

motion,

And energy was conserved and momentum was con-

served and matter was conserved,

And God saw that it was conservative.

Then God created Einstein,

And eveything was relative,

And fast things became short,

And straight things became curved,

And the universe was filled with inertial

frames,

And God saw that it was relatively general,

but some of it was especially relative.

Then God created Bohr,

And there was the principle,

And the principle was quantum,

But some things were still relative,

And God saw that it was confusing.

Then God was going to create Furgeson,

And Furgeson would have unified,

And he would have fielded a theory,

And all would have been one,

But it was the seventh day,

And God rested,

And objects at rest tend to remain at rest.

--The New York Times, April 6, 1978

_
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IN MEMORIAM

BRUCE E. HUMPHREY
I .

Bruce Humphrey passed away on March 21, 1978

at the age of 50. He had been in a coma since

February 24, after being stricken with a cereb-

ral hemorrage at that time. He is survived by

his wife of 27 years, Beverly, by his daughter,

Beverly Sue, and by his mother, who lives in

Illinois.

Bruce had worked at SRI and at Honeywell

Florida before joining SLAC (then known as "Pro-

ject M") in 1962. His first task here was to

design beam-position sensors for the accelerator.

Later he became as assistant group leader of the

Light Electronics Group, under G. Temes.

After the machine electronics was complete,

Bruce became part of the Research Area Depart-

ment (now EFD) under Ed Seppi. He spent several

years designing beam-interlock and safety sys-

tems, acquiring skills that were to allow him to

play an increasingly significant role in later

SLAC developments. Thereafter, Bruce worked on

beam instrumentation in the Spectrometer Facil-

ities Group.

Bruce's technical assignments were rudely

shaken up when he was asked, on very short not-

ice, to help the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation

Project during its birth pains. This project

had suffered an unexpected loss of its engineer-

in-charge, and heroic efforts by Bruce and Ben

Salsburg managed to turn the situation around,

and SSRP started up on time.

Demonstrating the ability to work under ex-

treme pressure may have been a mistake for Bruce;

he was subsequently tapped to face a similar

situation with the new SPEAR RF instrumentation

system. Again, Bruce responded magnificently to

help complete the system, earning the high

praise of his fellow workers.

With this background, Bruce was a natural

choice for engineer-in-charge of the PEP RF in-

strumentation system. Bruce performed the crit-

ical design work in such a polished manner that

his two technical associates are now carrying

the work toward completion with no serious in-

terruption to the tight PEP schedule. This was

a typical example of Bruce's thoroughness.

In spite of all the excitement at work,

Bruce somehow managed during the last seven

years to complete a Ph.D. in Education at UC-

Berkeley, a fact that he confided to very few

people here. His thesis, a tome of some 1900

pages, is on the subject of "Meta-Education," a

term that Bruce coined. It will be published

as a book sometime in the near future. His de-

gree will be awarded posthumously in June.

With all his academic and technical achieve-

ments, Bruce Humphrey was a warm, sincere and

outgoing person, and very devoted to his family.

He was a master of the English language, which

made him something of a rarity at SLAC. He had

such a keen sense of humor and such a wide range

of interests that a visit to his office always

guaranteed a stimulating conversation--usually

on completely unpredictable topics.

Bruce kept a poem over his desk. We don't

know the name of it nor of its author, but here

it is:

Old men ought to be explorers

Here and there does not matter

We must be still and still moving

Into another intensity

For a further union, a deeper communion

Through the dark cold and the empty

desolation

The wave cry, the wind cry, the vast waters

Of the petrol and the porpoise.

In my end is my beginning.

Bruce will be missed by all of us, his col-

leagues, who have spent part of our lives at

SLAC. His contributions to us as human beings,

as well as to the laboratory, will not be for-

gotten. --Ray Larsen and Matt Allen

[A scholarship fund at the UC Department of

Education has been started as a memorial to

Bruce. Anyone wishing to contribute may write

a check payable to "Bruce E. Humphrey Memorial

Fund" and send it to:

Bruce E. Humphrey Memorial Fund

U.C. Berkeley Foundation

10 Northgate Hall

Berkeley, California 94720

Further information about this fund can be ob-

tained from Louise Duffy, ext. 2401.]

_ ___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r
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SLAC WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Our guest speaker on March 13 was Sharon

Traweek, who has worked both at SLAC and at the

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL),

and who has recently visited physics laborator-

ies in Japan and in the Soviet Union. Ms. Tra-

week is presently a graduate student at UC-Santa

Cruz, where she is studying the process of post-

doctoral training of experimental physicists as

the topic of her Ph.D. dissertation.

Ms. Traweek has a special interest in the

roles assigned to women in scientific research

laboratories, and during the course of her work

she has made many interesting observations and

comparisons on the minority status of women in

the world of science.

WOMEN IN PARTICLE PHYSICS LABORATORIES

IN JAPAN AND THE SOVIET UNION

Sharon Traweek, UC-Santa Cruz

Introduction

In looking at the existing occupational seg-

regation of the sexes, one must recognize the

forces that perpetuate the status quo. Work is

conducted in the context of a sex-role subcult-

ure that defines the work environment. Women

may be qualified for specific work but not adapt-

able or accepted by the subculture. The same is

true for men in "women's" jobs.

Cross-cultural comparisons must be done care-

fully. That is, we should not assume that there

is one goal, one path to it, and that all cult-

ures are at various points along the same path.

The paths may lead in very different directions.

In a society with very strict separation of

sex roles, women may have more independence and

autonomy within their own sphere of influence

than in a culture which we might initially label

as "liberated." For example, Salaman's socio-

logical study of Japanese and German housewives

showed that the Japanese women were much more

independent that the Germans in their choice of

friends and how they spent their time. The

Japanese women were free to spend more time away

from home with friends than their German counter-

parts.

A visual comparison of the women in the

Soviet Union and Japan (demonstrated by slides)

at work and relaxing with families and friends,

points out the care which must be taken when

comparing the roles of women in different

cultures.

Soviet Union

All women in the Soviet Union must work

after completion of their schooling, as must all

men. Women are granted one year of leave with

pay following birth of each child. This period

was extended from 6 months about three years

ago. Most urban families have one child.

Birth control is often by abortion. Child-

birth by the Lamaze method is usual. (Lamaze

learned the technique in the Soviet Union.)

Most Soviet women have two jobs: (a) their

regular job, and (b) their domestic job. That

is, women do all the home childcare, all the

food preparation, almost all food purchasing,

and almost all of the housework. The job of

purchasing food in Soviet Union is quite time-

consuming, involving visiting separate shops

for most items and standing in (or contending

with) lines to select, pay for, and pick up each

item.

The Soviet women wanted to know the goals

of the women,'s liberation movement in the

United States. I told them the goals were to

(1) end job discrimination, (2) end legal dis-

crimination, and (3) share the domestic res-

ponsibilities between men and women. They were

not interested in the first two goals, saying

that that only ended by giving them two jobs.

Sharing domestic responsibilities really

stunned them. They could not believe it and

were shocked that at least some American men

would cook regularly.

While, in principle, all occupations are

open to women in the Soviet Union, in practice,

high-status jobs are held by men primarily.

Remember that their definition of high status is

not equivalent to ours. For example, most

doctors are women but most specialists are men--

especially surgeons, which is a very high status

occupation.

Many physicists in the Soviet Union are

women. There are a few women in experimental

particle physics, but I heard of no women in

theoretical particle physics. One male theo-

rist told me that he did not expect his

daughters to become theorists because women's

minds were not suited to the work.

In the Soviet Union each work group has tasks

to perform for the community beyond their job

responsibilities. For example, in one solid-

state physics lab in Leningrad, all employees

were expected to pack vegetables one day a week

for distribution through the city. In practice,

though, among the physicists only the women

actually perform this task.

Women often do work which requires less

training. The snow-shoveling is done by

women, while the snow truck drivers are men.

The explanation given by one Soviet theorist was

that it takes a special talent/skill to drive

the truck. So women's work is not necessarily

that which takes less strength.

Japan

In Japan the mother-child relationship is

considered phenomenally important, and it is

considered cruel for women to be separated from

C _
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their children for even a relatively short

period of time (except for school) through the

mid-teen years. Women perform almost all of the

child care. This strongly affects the attitudes

toward working women in Japan.

There are three kinds of work environments in

Japan--farms, small manufacturing firms in

cities, and large firms.

In the rural areas of Japan, women over 30

years of age and men over 65 perform most of the

agricultural work. Men in these communities

work during the day in very small manufacturing

firms which are found throughout the countryside

in Japan. Young women often go to the cities

to work.

In the small manufacturing firms in the

cities, an extended family may have one machine

and run it around the clock with all members of

the family doing similar work.

In the large firms in the cities one finds

the middle class jobs in banks, department

stores, etc. Women who work in these firms are

expected to quit work when they either become

married or reach 30 years of age, whichever

comes first. Exceptions to the rule exist in

certain civil service jobs, which include work

at public universities and laboratories. (Banks

are a "progressive" force in the private sector,

and one does find a few women over 30 years of

age employed in banks.)

In both laboratories and physics departments

of universities, women perform the clerical

work. Work which is done here by administrative

assistants is all done by group leaders in Japan.

The department secretary often shares the same

office as the chairman.

As in the Soviet Union, one of the clerical

worker's jobs is to prepare tea. In Japan she

also serves the tea, very graciously.

I saw very few women technicians in Japan,

although most libraries were operated by women.

Part time work ("Arbeito" - a Japanese word

taken from German) is a common arrangement.

Scanning is done by part-time workers. There

is a "problem" at the new lab, KEK: I was told

that since KEK is in a rural area, there were

no people well-educated enough to be trained

for scanning except the wives of physicists "who

of course are inappropriate." Physicists are

concerned because they must get students to do

this job.

When I asked why there were no women experi-

mentalists, I was told by men that this was in-

appropriate because experimentalists must often

work at night. The number of women theorists

is proportionately about the same as in the

United States (i.e., about 3%).

Because of cultural traditions, life for

women physicists is difficult. Much of the

physics discussions take place when the group

goes to dinner, which is often. In Japan, all

work groups socialize very often, sometimes

several times a week. I never saw a woman in

these groups. It is considered inappropriate

for women theorists to join men theorists in a

public social context. So the women theorists

miss valuable discussions.

To conclude, in Japan and in the Soviet Un-

ion, as in the United States, the forces of

traditional sex-role assignments continue to

play a large part in prepetuating occupational

segregation, and in fostering a success segreg-

ation in professions where women have entered

in fairly substantial numbers.

Our thanks to Sharon Traweek for sharing

her observations and slides of women of differ-

ent ages and occupations in countries that most

of us will never have a chance to visit. Look-

at cultures that are very different from our

own often sheds light on problems within our

own, making them easier to comprehend.

--Martha Zipf

Editor:

The account in the Beam Line [March 1978,

page 4] of Thomas Edison's objections to the

use of AC brings to mind a story I heard some

18 years ago. In 1960, I was sharing a house

in Los Altos with a friend, George Stanley,

Jr. His father, George, was the son of Will-

iam Stanley of Great Barrington, Massachsetts,

who is credited with the invention of the

transformer in 1885. Using transformers,

Stanley built the first AC street lighting sys-

tem in the U.S., in Great Barrington.

Later, Stanley sold his system to General

Electric, and GE, guided by the genius of Char-

les Steinmetz, went into the manufacture of AC

equipment in a big way. AC prevailed, but Ed-

ison went on rumbling against it for years.

George Stanley, Sr., came to visit in Los

Altos in 1960 and told me the following tale:

About 1912, while attending Yale, he became

friendly with one of Edison's sons, who was a

fellow student. On weekends the two students

would travel from New Haven over to the Edison

home in Menlo Park, New Jersey. Edison had a

study on the top floor of his three-story home

to which no one was admitted without the per-

mission of the great inventor. On Saturday ev-

ening word came down that an audience would be

granted to the two young men. They went up,

and after 20 minutes or so, as Edison was

bringing the conversation to a close, he turn-

ed to young Stanley and said:

"William Stanley. Hrrmmph. Tell your

father he was right........ about AC."

--Roger McConnell

_ I _ _ LI_ � _ _ I

_ __
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At 7:10 AM on April 7, the ferocious-looking claw of the tunneling macnine broKe tnri-uuyi .IILu

daylight at the end of its 40-odd day journey through the first 800 feet 
on tunnel being dug for

PEP. This section of tunnel missed being in-line with the surveyor's projected 
tunnel-center line

by only 0.6 inch. The two remaining tunnel sections to be dug are 1320 feet of the main ring 
tun-

nel, and 250 feet of the north injection-line tunnel. (Photo by Joe Faust.)
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PREFACE

This is the first of a three-part article.

The remaining two parts will appear in the Beam

Line sometime during the next 6-9 months. After

the third part has been printed, some extra cop-

ies of the complete article, Parts One-Two-Three

bound together, will be available to anyone who

may wish to have them. The final version is

likely to contain some revisions of, or addit-

ions to, the material in the individual parts.

Most of Parts One and Two will be concerned

with the "hardware" of high-energy physics: the

accelerators, the research instruments, and the

laboratories where the experiments are done.

This hardware is interesting in its own right,

and some familiarity with it will give us a leg

up on understanding the physics results that

have been obtained. The hardware is the "how"

of this field of research--the tools of the

trade that are as necessary to the study of the

very small in Nature as the great telescopes are

to the study of the very large.

In Part Three the focus will shift to the

subject itself: the elementary constituents of
matter and the forces that act between them.

There are at least two reasons why many people

find this subject difficult to understand. The

first reason is that there are a few ideas that

apply to the small-scale world of the elementary

particles which seem strange because they are

totally unlike anything within our normal (large-

scale) experience. All we can do with such

things is to circle warily around them a couple

of times, perhaps with an analogy or two, until

we begin to have some feeling for them--or at

least until it seems clear that they won't bite

us.

The second kind of problem connected with

trying to understand particle physics is that

there always seems to be be too many things to

learn about before we really learn anything. An

example is the two alphabet's worth of names

that have been given to the hundreds of kinds

of supposedly "elementary" particles (AwXAlPPEK*

5pT .. .you name it). Our attitude toward this

particular problem will be similar to that ex-

pressed some time ago by a famous physicist, En-

rico Fermi: "If I could remember the names of

all those particles, I'd have been a botanist."

So we'll allow only a handful of particles into

the discussion until such time as we can begin

to see that most of these particles are probably

not really elementary anyhow.

These attitudes are not meant to imply that

the subjects of accelerators, research instru-

ments and particle physics are in fact simple,

since any number of 600-page textbooks will

quickly prove otherwise. It's just that our map-

ping of these territories will run to perhaps

40-50 pages and will thus necessarily pick out

only the most prominent features of the terrain.

Because of this, we'll miss most of the detail

(and some of the fun), but our map will serve its

purpose if it makes the terrain seem less for-

bidding than rumor would have it. The reports

of ferocious dragons lying in wait for the un-

wary are greatly exaggerated. Eye-witness ac-

counts assure us that we'll encounter nothing

worse than a tiger or two, a crocodile ..

_ I __I_� __ _I __
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1. THE SEARCH FOR SIMPLICITY

In about a dozen or so large laboratories

around the world, scientists from many different

nations use the complex and costly machines call-

ed particle accelerators ("atom smashers") to

search for an understanding of Nature in its

simplest forms. The names used to describe this

field of research have changed as the search it-

self has disclosed deeper layers of matter. Up

to the beginning of this century, atomic physics

was concerned with the study of the 90 or so dif-

ferent kinds of chemical elements that were then

thought to be the building blocks of all matter.

During the period from about 1910 to 1950,

the forefront became nuclear physics, following

the discovery that atoms were actually composite

structures, consisting of a small central nuc-

leus surrounded by a diffuse cloud of circling

electrons. During this same period, it was also

learned that nuclei themselves were built up from

even smaller constituents--the now familiar pro-

tons and neutrons (together called "nucleons").

Since 1950, the development of more powerful

accelerators has provided physicists with the

special kinds of "microscopes" that are needed

to study the individual protons, neutrons and

other kinds of particles themselves. Since that

time, the field of study has been described by

either of two names:

Elementary-particle physics, which describes

what is studied.

High-energy physics, which describes how the

studies are carried out.

These names continue to be used even though

both "elementary" and "high energy" have changed

their meanings during the past 25 years. Dur-

ing this time, many more kinds of particles have

been discovered that are related in some way to

the known nucleons. By the time this growing

family of nuclear particles had reached a level

of about 30 apparently different objects, phys-

icists had begun to have serious doubts that so

many different particles could truly be "element-

ary" in any meaningful sense. But discoveries

of new particles continued to roll in, and the

nuclear family gathered in brothers and sisters

until it reached 75, then cousins and nephews
to 100 . .. to 150 ..

It was all too much. That Nature should ap-

pear to need so many different kinds of bricks
to build a Universe was an idea that most phys-

icists found very hard to swallow. It was poss-

ible, of course, that the world really was that

complicated, but past experience had very often

demonstrated that things proved simpler than

they seemed as soon as someone had the wit to

see beyond the appearances.

The first glimpse of a way out of the "too-

many" dilemma appeared in the mid-1960's, when

a theory of the family of nuclear particles was

proposed. The theory suggested that all of

these particles, including the proton and neut-

ron, were actually composite structures that

were built up from simpler constituent parts,

just as the atom and the nucleus before them

had been. The name given to these hypothetical

constituents was quarks, and the theory postul-

ated that all of the known nuclear particles

could be constructed from combinations of only

three different kinds of quarks.

Although the quark theory has had many re-

markable successes in explaining the nuclear

particles, a major stumbling block has been the

fact that no quarks have ever been detected ex-

perimentally. That the acid test of any new

physical theory must be direct experimental con-

firmation has always been the basic tenet--

almost the definition--of physics research. But

during the past several years things have taken

a curious turn as new results in both theory and

experiment have provided more strong support for

the fundamental quark idea. As a consequence,

many physicists have begun to explore the para-

doxical idea that quarks may indeed be the real

building blocks of nuclear matter, but that
their "reality" is such that it may not even be

possible to observe them directly in experiments.

We'll return to this seeming paradox later on.

QUARK?PROTONATOM NUCLEUS
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2. A MODEL EXPERIMENT
A. THE RUTHERFORD EXPERIMENT

We can gain an important insight into part-

icle physics experiments by starting with one of

the most famous experiments in the history of

physical science: the discovery of the nuclear

atom by the British physicist Ernest Rutherford

in the year 1911. Although this experiment pre-

ceded the development of particle accelerators,

which did not begin until the late 1920's, Ruth-

erford made use of a natural source of moderate-

ly energetic particles: the alpha particles that

are emitted spontaneously when a radioactive el-

ement such as radium undergoes decay. Alpha

particles are now known to be a tightly bound

combination of two protons and two neutrons.

What Rutherford knew about alphas was that they

were fairly massive particles which carried a

positive electric charge (actually two units),

and that they were emitted by radium with enough

energy to penetrate within an atom and thus to

explore whatever internal structure it might

have.

This was Rutherford's aim--to learn some-

thing about the structure of atoms. The exper-

imental method he used for this purpose is shown

schematically and described below. Although his

THE RUTHERFORD EXPERIMENT:
ALPHA-PARTICLE SCATTERING

, o

/

Radium in

lead shield

Alpha

particles
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foil

TARGET

I Zinc Low-power

sulfide microscope

DETECTOR

The apparatus shown here schematically was

used in 1911 by Rutherford to study the struct-

ure of the atom. The beam consisted of a nar-

row stream of alpha particles which emerged from

a radium source through a small collimating

channel cut in the side of a thick shielding

block of lead. The beam was directed against a

target of thin metal foil. In order to avoid

the complication of having the alpha particles

collide more than once in passing through the

foil, the metal used was gold, which can be

drawn out to a foil that is only a few million-

ths of an inch thick (but this is still several

hundred layers of atoms).

apparatus was very simple, it embodied the three

basic components that are still used in most

present-day experiments:

1. The beam, which consists of energetic

particles that will collide with a target.

2. The target, which contains the objects

whose interactions (collisions) with the beam

particles are to be studied.

3. The detector, which responds to some as-

pect of the beam-target collision in a way that

human senses can recognize.

B. A MODEL OF THE ATOM

Before the Rutherford experiment began, not

much was known about atoms except their approx-

imate size and the fact that there must be as

many different kinds of atoms as there are chem-

ical elements--oxygen, iron, uranium, etc. The

very much lighter particles called electrons had

been discovered in 1897, and it was suspected

that the differences between atoms might in some

way be determined by just how many electrons

each contained. Using this conjecture, a theor-

etical picture (model) of the structure of atoms

had been worked out in some detail. This model

Most of the alpha particles passed straight

through the thin foil as though it weren't

there, but some were deflected or scattered in

collisions with the metal atoms. The alpha-

particle detector consisted of a zinc sulfide

screen and a small microscope mounted together

of a frame that could be rotated to different

angular positions around the target. Zinc sul-

fide is a material that emits a flash of light

(scinclllates) when it is struck by an elec-

trically charged particle such as an alpha.

Since the light flashes are feeble, they were

looked for through the microscope in a darkened

room by observers who had first dark-adapted

their eyes.

The combination of beam- target +moveable

detector first used here by Rutherford is still

the basic method used in the important class of

experiments in which an unknown structure is

explored by observing the deflections of charg-

ed particles. Such scattering experiments have

taught us much of what is presently known about

the structure not only of atoms but also of

nuclei and of the individual protons and neut-

rons that make up nuclei. The results of Ruth-

erford's alpha-scattering experiment were thus

twofold: (1) the discovery of the atom's basic

structure, the nuclear atom; and (2) the devel-

opment on an experimental technique that has

remained superbly suited to the continuing

work.

_ ____

_ __

_ _
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became known as the "plum-pudding" or "raisin-

bun" atom because it pictured electrons embedded

like so many plums or raisins within a much

larger volume of some other material.

What was this other material? Well, since

the atom as a whole is electrically neutral, it

must contain somewhere within it enough positive

electric charge to cancel out exactly the sum of

the negative charges carried by the individual

electron "plums." But there were certain stab-

ility arguments which made it appear that the

positive electric charge could not present in

the form of small, discrete lumps, like those

of the electrons. Instead, the positive charge

was thought to be distrubuted diffusely through-

out the whole "pudding"--perhaps actually to be

the whole pudding.

Rutherford was familar with the plum-pudding

model of the atom, and he had made some prelim-

inary calculations of the results that might be

expected from his experiment if the plum-pudding

idea was reasonably close to the truth:

In analyzing the passage of energetic alpha part-

icles through an atom, there were two cases to

consider:

1. Those alpha particles which passed very

close to the individual electrons would feel a

force of electrical attraction and would be de-

flected from their initial directions. However,

because the alpha particles were more than 7000

times as massive as the electrons and were also

traveling at high speed, the deflection angle

could not be much larger than about 1° unless

several successive deflections all added up in

the same direction.

2. The alpha particles would also feel elec-

trical forces of repulsion from the atom's pos-

itive charge. But once the alphas were actually

inside the atom, and surrounded by its diffuse

positive charge, the weak forces of repulsion

would be acting from all directions and would

therefore tend to cancel out.

In both cases, then, the plum-pudding model

of the atom predicted that the alpha particles

would be scattered only at very small angles.

C. THE NUCLEAR ATOM

The method used in carrying out the actual

experiment was simply to count how many alpha

particles passed directly through the metal foil

with no deflection, then how many were deflected

at a very small angle, then a larger angle .. .

and so on until an overall pattern of scattering

had emerged. The pattern that eventually did

emerge had two parts:

1. The great majority of the alpha particles

passed through the foil undeflected.

2. Of those that were deflected, an unexpect-

edly large fraction were at angles much larger

than 10, and in a few cases the massive alpha

particles were completely turned through 1800

and sent back toward the radium source:

The Nuclear Atom

All positive charge con-

centrated in tiny nucleus

not

some

particles are'very large

\v / -/

/

^ -- 1

Negative charges carried by individual elec-

trons throughout nearly empty volume of atom

.

The first result indicated that the atom

must be almost empty, because most of the alpha

particles had passed through hundreds of layers

of atoms without hitting anything. But it was

the second result that astonished Rutherford,

whose reaction was expressed in these words:

It was about as credible as if

you had fired a 15-inch shell

at a piece of tissue paper and

it came back and hit you.

Such violent scattering events implied that

all of the atom's positive charge and nearly all

of its mass must be concentrated within a tiny

volume of space that was about 10,000 times

smaller than the atom as a whole. Rutherford

christened this tiny central core the "nucleus,"

and with its discovery in this experiment the

basic fact about the structure of atoms had been

established. The atom was a nuclear atom, and

it is this phrase that is most often used to

describe Rutherford's great discovery.

Alpha
_ - _ , _

The Plum-Pudding Model

Negative charges carried by in-

dividual electrons--the "plums"

Alpha - ::* . Deflections

particles :____::: : ____ _ about 1°

Positive charge spread diffusely throughout

the full volume of the atom--the "pudding"

_ __
_ __ __
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3. THE ACCELERATORS

In this section we'll review the reasons why

high-energy accelerators are needed to study the

elementary particles, then compare accelerators

with microscopes, then move on to a discussion

of the accelerators themselves. It will be use-

ful to begin by reminding ourselves of the units

that are used to measure the energy of a partic-

le. This unit is the electron-volt (eV), which

is the amount of energy that a particle having

a single electric charge (it doesn't have to be

an electron) gains when it is accelerated by a

voltage of one volt. The commonly used multiples

of this unit are the following:

1 KeV = 1 thousand

1 MeV = 1 million

1 GeV - 1 billion

(103) eV

(106) eV

(109) eV

A. THE NEED FOR HIGH ENERGY

Some of the earliest accelerators produced

beams of particles with energies up to a few

MeV, which is just about the same energy as that

of Rutherford's alpha particles. By the early

1950's, accelerator energies had passed 1 GeV,

and the largest present-day machine has reached

500 GeV, or about 10,000 times greater than Ruth-

erford's alphas. There are two essential reasons

why such very high energy particles are needed:

1. To act as a kind of fine-grained "light"

to illuminate the smallest things in Nature.

2. To create those particles that are un-

stable (most of them) and are thus not naturally

available for study.

We'll explore the first of these reasons in

some detail, and the second only briefly.

1. Particles, Waves And Energy

The next several paragraphs will deal with

one of those ideas that is difficult to visual-

ize because there is nothing quite like it in

the large-scale worldo For this reason, we've

elected to try to convey the general notion by

means of analogy in the illustrations that ap-

pear at the bottom of this page and on page S-8.

We'll also give the following background inform-

ation or "explanation" in order to try to make

the idea seem less strange.

During the past several hundred years, a

great deal of ink has been invested in trying to

prove that light is either a wave phenomenon or

else a stream of particles. This long-standing

debate was finally settled in 1905 by Albert Ein-

stein, who demonstrated conclusively that it was

both. In certain situations, the wave-like prop-

erties of light show up more prominently; in

others, the particle-like properties. In all

cases, however, the intrinsic nature of light

(of all electromagnetic radiation) is both wave

and particle, inseparably combined.

In the 1920's, the complementary discovery

was made: that particles such as electrons and

protons (all particles) also exhibit wave-like

properties. This so-called "wave-particle dual-

ity" of matter is a fundamental fact of Nature

that has been abundantly confirmed, and it is a

cornerstone of the modern (quantum) understanding

of atoms and of elementary particles. In the

world of the very small, waves and particles are

not merely closely related things--they are dif-

-- j -- - ,,,,, c-a
r-l~tLb 01 J9-LLrtn CZ-,
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ferent aspects of the same thing.

We emphasize the fact of what we might call

the waveparticle intrinsic nature of matter for

several reasons: (1) We will soon fall back into

the habit of calling the little objects "part-

icles" and symbolizing them as little spheres

[], just for convenience. (2) This is a key

point in understanding the need for high ener-

gies. (3) The idea seems impossible to visual-

ize.

There is, however, a picture we can draw

that will take us closer to our goal because it

combines some aspects of particles and waves:

... ··.... , i ....;

But the meaning of this picture is very tricky.

It does not represent an object whose properties

are spread throughout a certain volume of space

(as was the case with the plum-pudding model of

the atom). Instead, the particle should be

thought of as very much smaller than the fuzzy

sphere, and the sphere itself represents the

volume within which it is impossible to say

where the particle is. The particle is almost

certain to be in there somewhere, but locating

it more precisely than "somewhere" within the

sphere cannot be done. Not by better instruments

nor by a smarter idea--there is no way.

This behavior of small-scale matter is des-

cribed by the "Uncertainty Principle," and the

spatial extent of the particle's uncertainty in

location is known as its wavelength. For our

purposes, the key fact is that the particle's

wavelength depends upon its energy according to

the following relationship:

" '�::�...... :..:·. *E:F�ct��iL�j·,.·( L-.·- ··
··i� ·'·'i'r·�·.. ··'. :·�

i�c''···� ·- ?: ··-(...
�J:F; .r. .�.·,c. ��···;1:�·.:r�C-f -· '-

., �cf:·· �··'·

· ·. .··.·-·

Energy: Low

Wavelength: Large

Medium

Medi um

High
Small

The marbles and the water waves shown in the

two illustrations on pages S-6 and S-8 are meant

to show this relationship and its consequences

by analogy. To summarize this important but

difficult point:

The greater a particle's energy, the

smaller (shorter) its wavelength. The

shorter the wavelength, the smaller the

objects that can be studied, and the

greater the detail that can be resolved.

2. Creating New Particles

What we've just talked about is the use of

accelerators as sources of fine-grained "light"

or perhaps as huge "microscopes" for the pur-

pose of studying very small objects in detail.

The second major use of accelerators is as "mag-

ic wands" or perhaps "thunderbolts" for the pur-

pose of creating new particles. Of the many

different kinds of particles that have been dis-

covered, only a very few--most notably protons

and electrons--are stable. Nearly all the rest

are radioactive in the sense that they decay

rapidly into lighter particles. The life spans

(lifetimes) of these unstable particles range

from about 10-6 to less than 10-23 second, so

they must be made to order whenever they are to

be studied.

The fundamental process involved in creating

particles is the conversion of energy (E) into

mass (m) according to Einstein's well-known for-

mula:

E = mc 2

where c is the velocity of light. As an example,

when a high-energy proton (p) collides with a

proton in the target material, one possible out-

come of the collision is the creation of the

particles called pi-mesons (r):

p p

The creation process pictured above is usually

written by physicists in a kind of shorthand

form:

p + p -p + p + Tr°

Or even more cryptically:

pp - pp'i0

In words, this process would read: "Proton plus

proton goes to proton plus proton plus pi-zero."

If enough energy is available in the collis-

ion, any of the known elementary particles can

be created for study in the laboratory. The par-

ticular combinations in which new particles can

be created follow certain conservation laws and

"selection rules" that will form an important

part of our later discussions.

B. FROM MICROSCOPES TO ACCELERATORS

The unaided human eye can make out things

that are as small as about 1/100 of a centimeter.

With the aid of an optical microscope, human

vision can be extended down almost 1000 times

smaller, to about 10-5 (.00001) cm, which makes

it possible to study such things as living cells

in some detail. But even with the most powerful

optical microscopes we are still a long way from

being able to see atoms, which are about 1000

times smaller still: 10-8 cm. (If an apple were

_ __ _�_ __ __ _I_ _ __
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ANSWERS TO THE PUZZLES:

(1) The invisible object at the left on

page S-6 is now clearly seen to be a letter "M"

when it is packed tightly with much smaller

marbles. (Still smaller marbles would be need-

ed to resolve the wiggly structure on the inner

edges of the vertical legs of the M.) The size

of the marbles is analagous to the wavelength

of particles: smaller wavelength permits great-

er resolution of structure.

(2) At the right, there are actually two

objects in the water. The buoy is smaller than

the wavelength (distance from crest to crest)

of the incoming waves, and for this reason it

produces little or no disturbance as the waves

flow by. The physics analog is that particles

can only be studied with wavelengths that are

to be expanded to the size of the Earth, an atom

would be about the size of an apple.)

With an electron microscope, which is about

the size of a large desk, visible light is re-

placed with a beam of electrons having an energy

of about 50 KeV, and the greater resolution thus

obtained allows us to take pictures of such

things as viruses and large organic molecules.

A specialized instrument somewhat similar to an

electron microscope, the field-ion microscope,

was used to obtain the remarkable photograph

shown at the right. Each of the white dots in

this photo marks the location of a single atom

on the extremely sharp tip of a tungsten needle.

The magnification shown is roughly 1,000,OOOX.

Because of the way it works, the field-ion mic-

roscope can only be used to study needle samples

of metals, but in such cases it achieves very

nearly the absolute limit of resolution that is

possible in the formation of a direct image. To

probe any more deeply into matter, we have to

forego images and use other, indirect kinds of

information to try to understand what we cannot

literally see. Which means that we pass beyond

smaller than the particles themselves.

The second object in the water is the much

larger boat, which creates a "shadow" of calm

water on its leeward side, and which also pro-

duces an interference pattern between the in-

coming and reflected (scattered) waves. This

pattern contains information that can be used

to deduce the size and shape of the boat in

some detail, even when the boat itself cannot

be seen. This is analagous to what happens in

particle-physics experiments, where the patterr

of scattering of the short-wavelength beam

particles contains information about the size

and shape (and also the internal structure) of

the unseen object that was the cause of the

scattering.

the realm of microscopes and into that of accel-

erators.

-
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Accelerators take over when we move down

within the individual atom, which as we've seen

is mostly empty space, with a diffuse cloud of

electrons vibrating around a dense central core.

Although this central nucleus contains more than

99.9% of the atom's mass, it is almost unimagin-

ably small--less than a millionth of a millionth

(10- 12) of a centimeter. If the nucleus were as

large as a baseball, the nearest electron would

rarely come closer than two miles away. Inform-

ation about the internal structure of atoms can

be obtained with the simplest of the particle

accelerators, the high-voltage generators, which

are machines large enough to be housed in their

own special rooms.

When we focus down upon the nucleus itself,

we find a fairly loosely packed mixture of pro-

tons and neutrons, each of which is about 10-13

cm in size, or roughly 10 times smaller than the

largest nuclei. High-voltage generators can al-

so be used to study the nucleus, but most of the

detailed studies are done with linear or circular

accelerators, machines which by 1950 had grown

to the point where they occupied the whole of

a large building. Finally, within the last 10

years or so, it has become possible to search

for inner structure within the individual pro-

tons and neutrons, using larger linear and circ-

ular accelerators and also colliding-beam stor-

age rings. These most recent machines are prob-

ably the largest and most complex instruments

ever built for any purpose, with dimensions

measured in kilometers or miles, and with sites

that spread over hundreds and even thousands of

acres. The present evidence from such machines

points toward an even deeper layer of fundament-

al matter, the quarks, which cannot be much lar-

ger than 10
- 15 cm and may in fact be smaller.

Such midget particles, if they exist, are some

10,000,000 times smaller than atoms, and 10,000,

000,000 times smaller than the smallest thing

that can be seen in an optical microscope.

But the mind eventually boggles trying to

cope with such numbers, so let's end this sub-

section with a big-number comparison of a dif-

ferent kind. A distance that human beings can

be comfortable with is one kilometer = 105 cm,

or about 6/10 of a mile. That distance is just

midway in the scale between the longest reach

outward of a telescope and the longest reach

inward of an accelerator:

cm
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We move on now to the accelerators themselves

--what kinds there are, how they work, how they

compare. Our main interest will be to try to

gain an understanding of the three or four basic

processes that occur in accelerators. There will

be some photos to illustrate a few of the mach-

ines, but other than that we will not pay much

attention to specific technical hardware.

The elements that most accelerators have in

common are the following:

1. A source of electrically charged particles.

2. A vacuum system, i.e., an evacuated tube

or pipe for the particles to travel through.

3. An electric field or voltage that can ex-

ert an accelerating force upon the particles.

4. A magnetic "guide" field to deflect and/

or focus the particle beam.

As we proceed through the following discuss-

ion, we will dispose of items 1 and 2 rather

quickly by noting simply that every accelerator

must have a particle source and a vacuum system,

so let's just assume that they do. This will

leave us free to concentrate on items 3 and 4,

Acceleration by electric fields

Beam guidance by magnetic fields

because these two topics are the real heart of

the matter.

C. HIGH-VOLTAGE GENERATORS

These machines are also called "DC accelerat-

ors." The basic idea is simple. A DC voltage

from, say, a large battery is connected to a pair

of metal electrodes within an evacuated tube of

some sort, as shown in the next sketch. The part-

icles to be accelerated in this case are elec-

trons, which carry one unit of negative electric

charge. The negative electrode within the tube

may be heated to cause more of the loosely bound

electrons on the surface of the metal to jump

off (like radio tubes or the television picture

tube).

- 1,.' electrons \ +

evacuated tube

500

volts +

The free electrons are repelled by the nega-

tive voltage and attracted toward the positive

voltage, and in accelerating across the gap from

- to + each electron will gain an amount of ener-

gy that is determined by the voltage level--in

this case 500 electron-volts.

The reason that an evacuated tube is needed

is to allow the electrons to complete their

trip without bumping into too many air molecules

along the way. These oxygen and nitrogen mole-

cules are many thousands of times more massive

than the electrons, and any collisions that oc-

cur will cause the electrons to lose some of

their energy and be deflected away from their

proper path.

When the particles to be accelerated are

protons or other heavy particles, then they are

not nearly so easy to come by as are electrons.

But they can be had, and that ends our discuss-

ion of particle sources and (mostly) vacuum

systems.

The two main forms in which high-voltage or

DC generators have been developed are named af-

ter their inventors. The first is the Cockcroft-

Walton machine, which is essentially a clever

voltage-multiplying scheme in which a number of

capacitors are each charged up in parallel to

the voltage of the DC supply, then switched so

that they can be discharged in series.

The second type of DC machine is the electro-

static or Van de Graaff* generator, which is

shown schematically in the next sketch:

VAN DE GRAAF]

GENERATOR

Moving I
carrie:

charges
metal c

at tc

Par

a

ated

ture

Positive electric charge from a DC supply (not

shown above) is carried by a moving conveyor

belt to a metal sphere at the top, where it ac-

cumulates until the operating voltage is reached.

Then positively charged particles from the

source (s) are accelerated downward by the very

high positive potential on the sphere.

Protons have been accelerated to energies of

4 MeV in a Cockcroft-Walton machine, and to 12

MeV in a Van de Graaff (21 MeV in a "tandem" Van

de Graaff). Both kinds of machines are often

used as pre-accelerators or "injectors" for

larger accelerators.

*"Van de Graaff" is a registered trade name of the

High Voltage Engineering Corporation.
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Van de Graaff machines have a very express-

ive way of showing their displeasure when their

maximum voltage limit has been exceeded--indoor

lightning of a kind that would have really turn-

ed on Frankenstein's friend. To achieve beam

energies greater than about 20 MeV, we have to

give up the idea of very high DC voltages and

think of some other scheme. The scheme that is

used is to substitute high-frequency AC voltage

for the DC, and to use this alternating voltage

in a carefully timed system where the particles

receive a succession of accelerating "kicks,"

rather than a single jolt of DC.

Machines that work on this different prin-

ciple of many successive kicks are called cyc-

lic accelerators, and this class includes all

of the remaining machines, both linear and circ-

ular, that we'll discuss in this section. The

common element that we'll encounter in all but

one of these cyclic accelerators (the betatron),

is a powerful radiofrequency system that is much

like a radio or radar transmitter. The major

differences among the remaining machines are in

the methods used to apply the accelerating force

of these radio waves, and also in the use of

magnetic fields for focusing and/or deflecting

particle beams.

D. LINEAR ACCELERATORS

Linear accelerators are used with electrons,

and also with protons and heavier particles.

The two kinds of machines are quite different.

We'll discuss the proton linear accelerator

first.

1. The Proton Linac

Consider the arrangement of metal "drift

tubes" shown in the next sketch. The tubes in-

crease in length as they extend away from the

source tubes power

particle source, and radiofrequency (RF) power

(or voltage) is connected as shown with alter-

nate tubes having the same polarity (one set +

and the other set -). Now suppose that the

source sends out positively charged particles

(protons) in a random fashion, and at a given

instant of time we find three protons located

along the machine in the following positions:

+ +

+ +

+ +

+t- +

Decelerates No Effect

At the right, the proton that is "hidden" with-

in the metal drift tube is unaffected. At the

center, a proton is "out of phase" and is decel-

erated. At the left, an in-phase proton feels

an accelerating force and speeds up. When the

timing is correct, the in-phase protons will

be speeded up at each gap, move faster through

the next longer drift tube to the next gap, be

"kicked" again, move faster . . .and so on

throughout the whole machine.

There is a variation of this basic scheme

called the Alvarez linear accelerator that works

in a slightly different way. Instead of con-

necting alternate drift-tube sections together

electrically, the whole drift-tube structure is

mounted within a large copper tank that acts as

a "resonant cavity." (When a metal enclosure

is filled with radio waves of the correct freq-

uency, it "rings" resonantly, like an organ

pipe, and builds up the intensity of the RF

electric fields to a high level.) The Alvarez

version differs from the earlier (Wideroe) mach-

ine in that all of the accelerating gaps are

first polarized one way, then all swing over to

the opposite polarization, and so on. The basic

idea of increasing drift-tube lengths and part-

icles that "hide" from the field within the

drift tubes remains the same.

The largest proton linear accelerator in

operation is the 800-MeV LAMPF machine at Los

Alamos Laboratory, in New Mexico.

2. The Electron Linac

Electrons are about 1800 times less massive

than protons, and as a result they do not have

to have very much energy before they attain a

speed that is almost as fast as it is possible

The resonant-cylinder accelerating structure

of an Alvarez linear proton accelerator, the

HILAC machine at the Lawrence Berkeley Labor-

atory. The line of drift tubes hangs down

from supporting columns at the left.

_ _g _ __ _s
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to go. At an energy of 5 MeV, for example, an

electron's velocity is about 99½% of the veloc-
ity of light. This characteristic of electrons
results in a considerable simplification of the
kind of structure that is needed to accelerate

electrons. Instead of a sequence of drift tubes
of increasing length, the structure can be uni-
form after the first foot or two because elec-
trons are simply sucked up to near-light veloc-
ity so quickly. A second major simplification
is that radio waves of very high frequency
(microwaves) can be used, with the consequence
that resonant cavities for electron machines are
about the size of tunafish cans, rather than
railroad tunnels.

Let's begin here with a single cavity being
fed with microwave power, and with a small hole
along its axis to let electrons pass through:

Path of +
_ _ _ _ _ - __

electrons - +
L- q N+

RF input

power

At a time when the electric field within this
cavity is polarized as shown, any electrons in
the cavity will feel an accelerating force and
will gain energy. Now suppose we simply add
more such cavities in a row, tightly coupled to-
gether to form a kind of internally corrugated
structure, and with radiofrequency power fed
into each cavity:

PATHOF I I I I I I I
ELECTRONS I .I I . . I I

INPUT
POWER

In order for the acceleration process to contin-
ue, the moving electrons must enter each succes-
ive cavity at a time when the electric field is
polarized as it was in the first sketch. Stated
in a different way, the - to + configuration must
be there when the electron gets there, which
means that the radiofrequency power must travel
along the machine at the same velocity as the
electrons. This is just what happens in such
machines, which are sometimes called "traveling-
wave" accelerators. The stacked-tunafish-can
structure is designed to make the radiofrequency
power in the structure run in exact synchronism
with the electrons at a velocity very close to

that of light.

In practical electron linacs of any size,
the RF power is supplied not from a single de-
vice but rather from a series of large power-
amplifier tubes (usually klystrons) similar to

Part of the two-mile linear electron accelerat-
or at SLAC. The accelerating structure is the
smaller of the two horizontal pipes (wrapped
in white with bands). It is supported by the
larger aluminum pipe below, which also serves
as a line-of-sight to align the structure. RF
power and vacuum piping feed down vertically
into the beam pipe from a separate building
located at ground level about 10 meters above
this tunnel.

those used in television and radar. Each amplif-
ier feeds its own section of the accelerating
structure (say 3 to 12 meters long), and as many
such sections as are needed are simply joined
together in tandem to form the overall machine
(see sketch on next page). To insure that the
RF power from each amplifier will be timed prop-
erly for acceleration, all of the amplifiers are
driven from a common low-power drive line which
carries the master timing signals along the full

length of the machine.

The largest linear electron accelerator is
the three-kilometer-long machine at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in California,

The Klystron Gallery at SLAC is the surface
building located above the accelerator in which
the RF power amplifiers and other components
are housed. The light-and-dark colored, mostly
cylindrical object at the far left is one of
the 240 klystron amplifiers used on the machine.

_ __
_
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which can accelerate electrons to energies above

25 GeV. To achieve such high energies in a sin-

gle passage of the electrons through the machine,

the microwave power must be poured on unstinting-

ly. In the SLAC machine, the accelerating force

is provided by 240 klystron amplifiers, each of

which issues forth with discrete belches of some

25 million watts in very short bursts. These

pulses last for about 2 microseconds (millionths

of a second) and are repeated at rates ranging

from 60 to 360 per second. The need for such

concentrated bursts of power is the main reason

why electron linacs, including the SLAC machine,

are not "on" continuously but rather operate as

pulsed devices.

E. CIRCULAR ACCELERATORS

So far we've had a relatively easy time of

it, but in this section things will begin to get

a little more complicated. Since the descrip-

tion of circular accelerators will take up most

of the next 8 or 9 pages, we want to begin here

with the following general orientation:

The plan. The table at the bottom of this

FREQUENCY OF
FOR PROTONS: FREQUENYi-v'W runTTPY

CYCLOTRON

SYNCHROCYCLOTRON

-J SYNCHROTRON
(Weak focusing)

- J SYNCHROTRON
(Strong focusing)

FOR ELECTRONS:

SYNCHROTRON

BETATRONBETATRON

j<_t uvvrr(

DECREASES
DURING CYCLE

Increases

during cycle

Increases
during cycle

MAGNETIC FIELD

FOCUSING

Weak

Weak

Weak

STRONG

BENDING

Constant

Constant

INCREASES
DURING CYCLE

Increases
during cycle

page lists 6 kinds of circular accelerators

that we'll talk about, in the order shown. The

first 5 of these form a related family of mach-

ines, while the sixth, the Betatron, is quite

different from the others. The main stream of

accelerator development since the early 1930's

has been the following sequence:

Cyclotron + Synchrocyclotron + Synchrotron

These machines differ from each other in their

electric- (RF) and magnetic-field properties,

and our chief interest here will be to trace

the succession of key developments that are in-

dicated by the emphasized boxes in the table.

The names. Since 16-letter names tend to

jam our cheap computer, we offer the following

unofficial definitions:

cyclo- : goes around and around

synchro- : keeps in step or time with

-tron : a thing, a machine

So a synchrocyclotron is just a machine for

particles to go around in while keeping in step

with the accelerating voltage.

Some properties of fields. Although elec-

tricity and magnetism are very closely related

to each other, there is an important difference:

the basic "stuff" of electricity exists in Nat-

ure as discrete units of positive and negative

electric charge, whereas no one has ever run

across an isolated North or South magnetic pole

(try breaking a bar magnet in half). If such

magnetic monopoles existed (we keep looking for

them), they would be acted upon by magnetic

fields in the same way that electric charges are

acted upon by electric fields. But since elec-

tric charge is all we've got, let's look at a

couple of ways in which it responds differently

to electric and magnetic fields.

ORBIT

Spiral

Spiral

Circle

Circle

ENERGY LIMITATION & CAUSE

=25 MeV; mass increase causes part-

icles to fall out of synchronism.

=750 MeV; size and cost of magnet

becomes prohibitive.

-12 GeV; size and cost of magnets

becomes prohibitive.

NO LIMITATIONS (except money)

Increases Weak or Ci e 12 GeV; radiation losses require

Fixed during cycle Strong | c e very large RF power input.

(Non) Variable (bends, e 300 MeV; size and cost of magnet
if(None) Circle

focuses& accelerates) becomes prohibitive.
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As shown in the next sketch, we place a pair

of particles, © and © , at rest in each of two

locations, then turn on an electric field in one

location and a magnetic field in the other:

Particles initially at rest:

Electric Field

t+ I +
' Action

Not}
-- - hapj

Magnetic Field

2ing- - @

""v//y/A/=
The electric field produces an immediate and ex-

pected effect: the negative particle is accel-

erated toward the positive electrode, and vice-

versa. In the magnetic field, nothing happens,

and we draw our first conslusion:

Magnetic fields pay no attention to elec-

tric charges when there is no relative

motion between the charge and the magnet.

What happens when there is relative motion

between charge and magnet is shown in the next

sketch. This time we turn on the electric and

magnetic fields to begin with, then shoot an

electron dead-center through each of the fields:

Particles in motion:

Deflects /

Again the expected result occurs with the elec-

tric field: the electron is attracted toward +

and repelled by - and is thus deflected upward

from its original path. The magnetic field

also decides to get into the act this time, but

in its own obstinate, right-angled way. If we

call the field direction North to South and the

electron's original path Front to Back, then the

force exerted by the magnetic field will be Left

to Right, and the electrons will be deflected

sideways. So the second conclusion we draw is

the following:

The force exerted on a charged particle

by a magnetic field is perpendicular

to both the field direction and to the

particle's direction of travel.

We can now begin to get some useful service

out of this sideways property of a magnetic

field by turning our attention to the first of

our circular accelerators.

1. The Cyclotron

The first operating cyclotron was built in

1931 by E. O. Lawrence and M. S. Livingston at UC-

Berkeley. Cyclotrons can generally accelerate

protons or deuterons (proton + neutron) or alpha

particles (2 protons + 2 neutrons), but we'll

consider only protons here. The magnetic guide

field of this grandaddy
of the circular accel-

erators consists of a

single magnet having

poles of circular cross

section facing each

other. With this con-

figuration, an electric-

ally charged particle

that is moving in a

plane parallel to the

magnet pole faces will

feel a constant side-

ways deflecting force

and will thus follow a

circular path (orbit).

Particles of low energy

will travel in smaller

circles than those of
-hi Ahr nvrav . and n a-

atively charged part-

icles will circle in a

direction opposite to

that shown here for positively charged part-

icles.

The accelerating electrodes in a cyclotron

are called "Dees" because of their odd shape.

These hollow metal elec-

trodes are placed between

the poles of the magnet,

an RF power source is

connected to the Dees,

and the particles circ-

ulating within the Dees
feel an acceleratina

force each time they

cross the open gap between them. Since the

particles gain energy at each gap-crossing, a

moment's reflection will make it evident that

the path they follow cannot actually be a circle

but instead must be a spiral:

Particle

source
at

center Ejection

point

RF power

The particles actually take some hundreds

or thousands of revolutions to spiral out from

the particle source at the center to the eject-

_ __ __
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ion point, rather than the few shown in the

sketch. The key principle involved in the cyc-
lotron's operation is the following:

The time required for one revolution

is the same for all revolutions.

This is because the more energetic particles

have a longer way to go but are also traveling
faster, and these two factors exactly offset
each other. The result is that the spiralling-

out particles always remain in phase (correctly

timed) with the accelerating field produced by

the radiofrequency power.

2. The Synchrocyclotron

Proton cyclotrons work well for energies up

to about 25 MeV, but beyond that energy the "in-
phase" condition we've just talked about begins

to break down. That is, the higher energy part-

icles begin to fall behind those of lower energy

and thus to arrive at the gaps too late to re-

ceive the proper accelerating kick:

- Dee

~~~~~~~RF~_ v

Dee +1 /1
Higher energy particles"+

\ begin to fall behind

The reason for this onset of tardiness is con-

nected with the mass-energy equivalence (E =mc2)

that the Theory of Relativity has taught us.

The principle of equal times for all revolutions

applies only to particles of the same mass (more

exactly, the same charge/mass ratio). As an

example, a 10 MeV proton has a mass about 1%

greater than its rest mass, and this small

change is not much of a problem for cyclotron

operation. But at an energy of 100 MeV the mass

increase is about 11%, which makes the proton

too fat to keep up with the quicker lap-runners.

The solution to this slowpoke or fatso prob-

lem should now be fairly obvious. If the part-

icles can't make it around in time to be accel-

erated, then we have to slow down the accelerat-

ing field enough so that they can make it. That

is, we have to use a source of radiofrequency

power whose frequency decreases during the cycle

of operation. Suppose, for example, that the

lower energy particles go around the machine 20

million times a second, which means that the

correct RF frequency is 20 MHz (MHz =megahertz =

millions of cycles per second). As the partic-

les gain energy and become more massive, the RF

frequency is decreased so that it remains in

step with the particles until they reach maximum

energy and are ejected from the machine.

This is what happens in a synchrocyclotron,

which for the reason just described is sometimes

called a "frequency-modulated cyclotron." A

typical frequency change during one cycle of

acceleration might be from 20 MHz down to about

12 MHz, repeated at rates of about 60 cycles per

second.

The "synchro-" part of the name of this

machine comes from the important principle call-

ed phase stability which is in fact what makes

it possible to monkey around with the frequency

of the RF power without losing the particles in

the process. Consider the following sketch,

which represents one cycle of the RF accelerat-
ing voltage at the gap between the Dees:

Accelerating

RF Voltage

Decelerating
4-

1
k2

3

Time +

Particle 2 is at a position known as the "synch-

ronous" phase, which means that it will receive

an accelerating kick of just the right amount to

take it around to the next gap-crossing in time

to remain in the same position as shown in the

sketch. Particle 1, however, has arrived at the

first gap a little too early, but in so doing it

receives a larger accelerating kick. This caus-

es it to swing out to a larger orbit, which

means that it will arrive at the next gap a

little later. Conversely, particle 3 has arriv-

ed late at the first gap and thus receives a

smaller kick. This causes it to swing through

a smaller orbit and to arrive at the next gap a

little earlier.

The net effect, then, is stabilizing, be-

cause particles that stray away from the synch-

ronous phase position in either direction are

The 184-inch synchrocyclotron at the Law-
rence Berkeley Laboratory. The scale is in-
dicated by the man at the lefto This machine

was originally built as a cyclotron in 1946,
then converted in 1949 to a synchrocyclotron.
The maximum proton beam energy of 740 MeV is
the highest attained by such a machine.

_ __��_� ______
_ ___ __
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automatically pushed back toward the correct

phase.

Focusing. There is one other automatic cor-

rection mechanism at work in a synchrocyclotron

that we want to describe here in order to set

the stage for the discussion of the next mach-

ine. The next sketch is a simplified cross-

sectional view of the magnet used in a synchro-

cyclotron:

The pole faces of this magnet are curved or tap-

ered so that the strength of the magnetic field

gradually decreases from the center out toward

the edges. This causes the magnetic field to

"bulge" at the edges, as shown, with the result

that particles which find themselves either

above or below the midplane of the machine are

deflected back toward the midplane. Since the

net effect is to compress the vertical size of

the beam, this arrangement of the magnetic field

is described as vertically focusing. We'll re-

turn to the subject of focusing in more detail

shortly.

The synchrocyclotron limit. The largest

synchrocyclotron is the machine shown in the

photograph on page S-15, which takes its name

from the 184-inch diameter of its magnet's pole

faces. The magnet includes all of the light-

colored structure shown in the photo, and it

weighs in at the round figure of 4000 tons. A

similar machine designed for, say, twice the en-

ergy would have a 368-inch magnet and would pro-

duce proton energies up to about 1500 MeV. (We

are ignoring here a certain "resonance" problem

that actually limits synchrocyclotron energies

to less than this value.) But the magnet weight

in such a design would increase by a factor of

23 to about 32,000 tons. This is not quite in

a class with the U.S.S. Missouri, but it is

enough iron to build a respectable battleship.

Better we should think of a different way to go

to higher accelerator energies.

3. The Weak-Focusing Synchrotron

The battleship problem is caused by the fact

that the particles in a large synchrocyclotron

have to be guided by a strong magnetic field

through a very large volume of space. In the

case of the 184-inch machine, for example, the

particles have to spiral out from the center a

distance of almost 8 feet to reach the ejection

point. The first of the two solutions to this

problem that we'll describe is to eliminate most

of the center part of the synchrocyclotron's

magnet and convert it into a ring magnet:

A

The change to a ring magnet means that the

particles will now have to travel in a circular

path rather than in a spiral, and this fact has

several important consequences:

Magnetic field. As the particles gain en-

ergy during the acceleration process, their ten-

dency to spiral out to larger and larger radii

is counteracted by increasing the strength of

the magnetic field. This is the essential char-

acteristic of a synchrotron--the magnetic field

increases at a rate that just offsets the part-

icle's energy gain and thus keeps them circulat-

ing in a fixed circular orbit.

Particle source. Since the source of part-

icles is no longer at the center of the machine,

an external source must be provided. This is a

smaller accelerator or "injector" that directs

a particle beam into the ring at initial ener-

gies from about 20 MeV on up to several hundred

MeV
RF frequency. Unlike the case of the syn-

chrocyclotron, the particles in a synchroton

follow essentially the same circular orbit on

each revolution around the machine. Assuming

that the particles are protons (we'll come to

electrons later), they will speed up as they

gain energy and will thus take less and less

time to complete each successive revolution.

This means that the frequency of the accelerat-

ing voltage must increase during the cycle.

Just how this frequency increase is effected de-

pends upon both the initial energy of the in-

jected particles and the final energy to which

they are accelerated. In a typical case, that

of the 6 GeV Bevatron at UC-Berkeley, the num-

bers for one cycle of operation are these:

Initial Final

Beam Energy 20 MeV + 6 GeV

Magnetic Field 0.417 + 15.5 kilogauss

RF Frequency 0.24 + 2.50 MHz

Coils

Cross-section of
synchrocyclotron magnet

(weak-focusing)

_ __I � __� I_
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(The strength of the earth's magnetic field is

about 1 gauss; 1 kilogauss = 1000 gauss.)

Weak Focusing

It's time now to come back to the subject of

focusing that we began during our discussion of

the synchrocyclotron. As we noted earlier, a

synchrotron can be thought of roughly as a synch-

rocyclotron from which the center of the magnet

has been removed. This is shown in the next

sketch, which should be compared with the similar

drawing on the previous page:

in the machine). However, almost any particle

that we choose to watch for a half-dozen revol-

utions will trace out a path that looks some-

thing like this:

- - -Midplane - - -

Cross-section of
weak-focusing
synchrotron

Protons

receding

As before, the magnet poles are shaped in a way

that will cause an outward "bulge" in the field

lines, with the result that any particles that

find themselves either above or below the mid-

plane of the magnet will be deflected back toward

the midplane. We called this effect vertical

focusing. As it happens, this same magnetic

field configuration, with the field gradually

decreasing toward the outer edges, can also pro-

vide horizontal focusing. Since it is not as

easy to visualize how this occurs, we want to

postpone any explanation until a little later and

settle here for just being clear about what we

mean by horizontal (and vertical) focusing.

To begin with, the particles in a large syn-

chrotron travel tens or hundreds of thousands

of miles during a single acceleration cycle. In

such a machine, the ideal orbit (path) for the

particles to follow would be a perfect circle

(ignoring for the moment any straight sections

This in-and-out wandering of the particle around

the ideal orbit is called betatron oscillation.

More specifically, the sketch above is an exam-

ple of horizontal betatron oscillation because

the particle is wandering back-and-forth in or-

bits that are both larger and smaller than the

ideal orbit. Betatron oscillations also occur

in the vertical direction, as the following

side-view (harder to draw) tries to show:

... . =.s-----

Ideal orbit Actual orbits

There are many reasons why particles get in-

to positions away from the ideal orbit: slight

differences in the energies and directions of

the injected particles; small asymmetries in

the field strengths of the magnets and in their

alignment; etc. However, it is less important

to understand why the particles depart from the

ideal orbit (it is unavoidable that they will)

than it is to understand why they keep coming

back to it. If a particle once gets headed in

the wrong direction, why doesn't it just keep

going that way until it hits the machine and is

lost?

Protons
approaching

The 3-GeV Cosmotron at

Brookhaven National

Laboratory was one of

the earliest proton

synchrotrons (first

ran around 1952). The

magnet is in four

quadrants and has an

octagonal cross sec-

tion of about 8 by 8

feet. We'll compare

this typical weak-

focusing magnet with

the smaller strong-

focusing designs in

the next section.

_ __

_ __
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The answer is that the magnetic field is

shaped in such a way that it exerts a restor-

ing or focusing force upon the particles when

they have oscillated out to any position away

from the ideal orbit:

Horizontal--- - focusing

Vertical

Ideal orbit

at center

focusing

Cross-section of
vacuum chamber

As we saw earlier, a magnetic field that gradual-

ly decreases in strength from the center outward

can simultaneously provide both vertical and hor-

izontal focusing forces. This arrangement is

called weak focusing, for reasons we now want to

explore.

In order to get a better picture of betatron

oscillations, it will be useful to take the "act-

ual orbits" sketches from the previous page and

unroll them so they are stretched out along a

straight line:

Horizontal

Ideal BETATRON Maximum

orbit OSCILLATIONS excursions

. Vertical _ _
Vertical _

1 oscillation cycle +-

= lrevolution -

The key point here is the following: the part-

icles go through one complete cycle of betatron

oscillation, both vertical and horizontal, in

more than one complete revolution around the

ring. This is a necessary condition to achieve

simultaneous vertical and horizontal focusing

from a single magnet. Stated differently, if the

frequency of betatron oscillations is greater

than the revolution frequency of the particles,

then a single magnet can provide either vertical

or horizontal focusing, but not both. In a typ-

ical weak-focusing synchrotron, one cycle of bet-

atron oscillation will occur during about 1l

revolutions around the machine.

We want to end this discussion of weak focus-

ing by looking first at an optical analogy, then

summarizing the problem that a weak-focusing

system eventually creates. The optical analogue

of a weak-focusing magnet system is a beam of

light that is being focused by a pair of weak

lenses, as shown in the next sketch.

Maximum
excursion

i
Because the lenses here are weak, the focal

length of the system is long, and as a conseq-

uence the light spreads out a long way from the

central axis of the system ("maximum excursion")

before it reaches the second lens. The long

focal length here is meant to correspond to the

"focal length" of the betatron oscillations.

The problem. The problem with weak-focusing

synchrotrons is that the betatron oscillations

become big in the larger machines. The vacuum

chambers in such machines have to be large enough

to accomodate the "maximum excursions" of the

particles in both the vertical and horizontal

directions, and bigger vacuum chambers mean much

bigger magnets. As examples, the next table

lists some of the characteristics of three of the

largest weak-focusing proton synchrotrons: the

Cosmotron at Brookhaven, the Bevatron at LBL,

and the "synchrophasotron" at Dubna in the Soviet

Union:

MACHINE & VACUUM CHAM- MAXIMUM WEIGHT OF

BER CROSS-SECTION ENERGY MAGNET

6" x 26"I COSMOTRON 3 GeV 2000 tons

12" x 48"l 12" x 48" l6 GeV 10,000 tons
BEVA TRON

15" x 60"
15"DUBN, UR 10 GeV 36,000 tons

DUBNA, USSR

Thus the change from the synchrocyclotron to

the weak-focusing synchrotron made it possible

to push the energy of proton beams upward from

about 750 MeV to 10 GeV*, and this in turn led

to some very good physics during the period from

about 1950 to 1970. But at 10 GeV the magnet has

grown to battleship size again, and to go on to

even higher energies will require another good

idea.

Before going on to that good idea (strong

focusing), we should mention that most synchro-

trons do not literally have the shape of a ring.

*The largest weak-focusing proton synchrotron is

actually the 12 GeV ZGS machine at Argonne Nat-

ional Laboratory near Chicago. We excluded it

from the list above because it uses a somewhat

different focusing scheme and is not readily

comparable with the other machines.

_ __ � ___�_ _ 1�1 __I_���_ __
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Instead, it is more convenient to split the ring

into four or more separate sections that are

joined together with straight sections.

SYNCHP

Beam
t

experiments

at the machine that has put the high energy in-

to high-energy physics during the past 20 years.

The basic idea. The problem we set out to

solve here is how to make a very large synchro-

tron without running up the size of the magnets

to prohibitive proportions. From the previous

discussion it seems clear that this can only be

done by holding down the amplitude (excursions)

of the betatron oscillations so that they can

be contained within a vacuum chamber of modest

cross-section. The basic idea will be to use

a focusing system that drastically changes the

pattern of betatron oscillations from that of

the weak-focusing synchrotron:

HORIZONTAL BETATRON OSCILLATIONS

le
lb

Injector

These straight sections provide room to get the

beam in and out, to mount the RF accelerating

structure and vacuum pumps, and so on.

4. The Strong-Focusing Synchrotron

The table on this page lists the largest ac-

celerators and storage rings now operating or

presently being built. Of the 19 machines listed

in this table, 1 is a linear accelerator (SLAC),

1 is a weak-focusing proton synchrotron (Argonne

ZGS), and the remaining 17 are all strong-focus-

ing synchrotrons (storage rings are also synch-

rotrons of a kind). So we've arrived, finally,

STRONG FOCUSING WEAK FOCUSING

Although the orbit excursions shown in this

sketch are greatly exaggerated, the principle

of strong focusing is reasonably well indicated.

The idea is to force the particles to go through

many cycles of betatron oscillation for each rev-

THE LARGEST PRESENT-DAY ACCELERATORS AND STORAGE RINGS

MACHINE LOCATION KIND OF PARTICLE ENERGY (GeV)

KEK Tsukuba, Japan 12

Argonne ZGS Argonne, Illinois, USA 12

CERN PS Geneva, Switzerland 28

Brookhaven AGS Brookhaven, LI, NY, USA proton 32

SYNCHROTRONS Serpukhov Serpukhov, USSR 76

CERN SPS Geneva, Switzerland 400

Fermilab Batavia, Illinois, USA 500

DESY Hamburg, Germany electron 7

LINEAR SLAC Stanford, Calif., USA electron 25
ACCELERATOR

ADONE Frascati, Italy 1.5 + 1.5

DCI Orsay, France 1.8 + 1.8

SLAC-SPEAR Stanford, Calif., USA electron 4+4

DESY-DORIS Hamburg, Germany 5+5

COLLIDING-BEAM VEPP-4 (1980?) Novosibirsk, USSRposiron

STORAGE RINGS Cornell-CESR (1980) Ithaca, New York, USA 8 + 8

SLAC-PEP (1980) Stanford, Calif., USA 18 + 18

DESY-PETRA (1979) Hamburg, Germany/ 19+ 19

CERN-ISR Geneva, Switzerland p 30 + 30

BNL-ISABELLE (1985) Brookhaven, LI, NY, USA f 400 +400

( )Expected completion date.
...,.....

__ __
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olution around the machine. The optical analogue

of the system needed to accomplish this would be

a series of strong, closely spaced lenses:

STRONG FOCUSING

Maximum

excursion

Strong lenses; short focal length

There is one difference between optical and

magnetic focusing that we'll have to consider

before our final system is ready. We said ear-

lier that a magnetic field which focuses in both

the vertical and horizontal directions is nec-

essarily a weak-focusing field. In contrast,

we'll soon learn that a field which focuses

strongly in the vertical direction will necess-

arily defocus in the horizontal direction, and

vice versa. But this apparent problem can be

overcome quite simply through the use of pairs

of strong-focusing magnets in series:

Vertical 1 I Net focusing

First 1 I -eSecond
First

magnet - magnet

Horizontal Net focusing
_. | _ I I I

In this sketch, the first magnet provides vert-

ical focusing and horizontal defocusing, while

the second magnet does the opposite. And if the

magnets have equal strengths for both focusing

and defocusing, then the result is net focusing

in both the vertical and horizontal directions.

Alternating-gradient magnets. In most synch-

rotrons, the functions of bending and focusing

the beams are combined in the same magnets. The

magnets in such machines are of two kinds, as

shown in the next sketch:

ALTERNATING-GRADIENT MAGNETS

(Combined bending and focusing)

Center
+ of

machine

Vertical focus

Horizontal defocus

Vertical defocus

Horizontal focus

One of the 240 strong-focusing magnets that
form the magnetic guide field for the 33-GeV

proton synchrotron (the AGS) at Brookhaven Nat-

ional Laboratory on Long Island.

The poles of these magnets are tapered so that

the magnetic field either decreases (on the

left) or increases (on the right) as one moves

outward from the center of the machine. The

change in field across the gap is called a mag-

netic gradient, and since the two kinds of mag-

nets alternate with each other around the

machine, the system as a whole is called alter-

nating-gradient (AG) focusing.

Quadrupole magnets. In some strong-focusing

synchrotrons, the functions of bending and foc-

using the beam are handled by different magnets.

The bending magnets in such separated-function

machines have untapered poles ("flat-field" or

"zero-gradient" magnets), and the focusing is

provided by quadrupole (4-pole) magnets. Again,

the magnets for focusing are of two kinds, as

shown in the next sketch. By alternating these

two kinds of quadrupoles around the ring, the

same net focusing effect is achieved as in the

case of the alternating-gradient magnets just

described.

QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS

(Focusing)

Vertical focus

Horizontal defocus

Vertical defocus

Horizontal focus

I _ ___ _ _ _ _ _

- . - . I- . . .. . .
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To see how a quadrupole magnet works, con-

sider the following sketch:

The lines with the small arrowheads show the

directions of the magnetic field, which cancels

out to zero along the axis of the magnet but

increases rapidly in strength as one moves rad-

ially outward. The properties of this 4-pole

field are shown by its effect upon the four pos-

itively charged particles ()), which we imagine

are moving into the magnet (into the paper) at

the positions shown. The upper and lower part-

icles are deflected toward the axis, while the

left and right particles are deflected away from

the axis. This quadrupole is therefore vertic-

ally focusing and horizontally defocusing. By

reversing the positions of the poles, the oppo-

site focusing effect is obtained.

The results of strong focusing. The box be-

low shows cross-sectional views of the magnets

used in two Brookhaven accelerators. As we not-

ed earlier, the weak-focusing Cosmotron has a

6 x 26-inch vacuum chamber within a magnet of

cross-section 8 x 8 feet and total weight 2000

tons. The strong-focusing AGS machine has an

elliptical vacuum chamber measuring about 3 x 7

inches, and 240 magnets with a cross-section of

3 x 3 feet and total magnet weight of 4000 tons.

Thus the AGS achieved 11 times the energy of the

ICOSMOTRON-19521

TWO BROOKHAVEN

ACCELERATORS

I ALb-±OU |

33 GeV

strong-
focusing

3 GeV weak-focusing

Cosmotron (33 GeV/3 GeV) with only twice the

weight of magnets. The 500-GeV Fermilab synch-

rotron uses alternating-gradient magnets of

even smaller cross-section, as shown in the

photograph above.

5. The Electron Synchrotron

Although electron synchrotrons continue to

play an important role in high-energy physics,

we will deal with them only briefly here because

most of the synchrotron principles we've already

described also apply to this class of acceler-

ators. Electron synchrotrons differ from their

proton cousins in one important respect, and

they also have an inherent limitation in the

maximum energy that can be achieved. We'll dis-

cuss only these two points.

Faster than a speeding bullet. As we men-

tioned in our earlier discussion of the linear

electron accelerator, electrons travel at speeds

approaching that of light even at energies of

only a few MeV. This fact results in a simplif-

ication in synchrotrons that are designed to

accelerate electrons. Since the electrons trav-

el around the same path at essentially constant

velocity, regardless of their energy, it is not

necessary to change the frequency of the RF

voltage during the accelerating cycle. The

other main characteristics of synchrotron oper-

ation--magnetic guide field increasing during

the cycle, weak or strong focusing--remain un-

changed from those of proton machines.

(As an aside, since the energy gained by

electrons during acceleration does not signif-

A section of the ring-magnet tunnel at

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, near

Chicago. The complete ring contains more

than 1000 magnets, strung out over a circum-

ference of about 4 miles. The magnets have

a cross-section of about 18 x 30 inches in

this strong-focusing synchrotron, which can

accelerate protons to energies up to 500 GeV.

_ __ _ ___

- ----- I�--C------·---- II�----�I�- _ .. ----
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icantly increase their velocity, it shows up
mainly as an increase in mass. For example, a
20 GeV electron from the SLAC accelerator has a
mass about 40,000 times greater than its mass
while at rest. This is about the same mass as
that of 21 protons, or of one atom of neon, or
one water molecule.)

All lit up. When high-energy electrons are
guided through a curved path by the force of a
magnetic field, they respond by radiating away
some of their energy in a process called "synch-
rotron radiation" (so named because it was first

observed in synchrotrons). This radiation in-

cludes visible light, ultraviolet and x-rays,

with the specific mix depending upon the energy
of the radiating particles. The amount of ener-
gy that the electrons lose in this process in-
creases very rapidly as the electron's energy in-
creases. For example, doubling the beam energy
in an electron synchrotron results in 16 times
as much synchrotron radiation. For this reason,

the cost of the radiofrequency power needed to
compensate for the lost energy starts to become
worrisome for large machines.

How large is large? Well, the largest elec-
tron synchrotron is the 12-GeV machine at Cornell
University. (Now being converted to the "CESR"

storage ring listed in the table on page S-19.)
It seems unlikely that higher energy machines of

this kind will be built--with the following ex-
ception: the storage rings in which electrons
collide with "anti-electrons" (positrons) are

in fact electron synchrotrons with slight modif-

ications. But these modifications do nothing to
relieve the problem of synchrotron radiation.
If we include these storage rings in this dis-
cussion, then the largest electron synchrotrons
will be the 18-GeV PETRA and PEP machines now

under construction. And the physics that has
been done with lower energy electron-positron

storage rings has been so good that some thought

has been given to expanding 18 GeV to 24 or per-

haps to 30 GeV eventually. In addition, there
are Committees in Europe and in the U.S. who

think grandly of a time when 70 GeV might happen,
or even 100 GeV ..

In view of all this, it may be that the "in-
herent limitation" of electron synchrotrons is

not all that limiting. But the problem of synch-

rotron radiation doesn't go away, and at some

point the costs of feeding RF power to the wild-

ly lit-up beams will begin to look like an elec-

tric battleship. Some work is being done at

present to see just how large an electron-posi-

tron storage ring could be operated without
shorting out Hoover Dam.

6. The Betatron

The betatron is something of an oddball in
the class of circular accelerators. It is im-

portant historically but no longer plays a role

in high-energy physics. We'll take a quick tour

through the betatron to see how it works.

To begin with, no electric fields of any
kind are used in the accelerating process. In-

stead, all three of the functions of bending,

focusing and accelerating the particles are car-
ried out by magnetic fields. The basic elements
of a betatron are shown in the next sketch:

A ring-shaped vacuum chamber or "doughnut" sur-

rounds the gap region of a large circular magnet.

The poles of the magnet are shaped as shown to
provide focusing. The magnet is energized con-

tinuously with alternating current at the power-
line frequency of 60 cycles per second, and one

complete accelerating cycle occurs during the
first 1/4 of each of the cycles of the AC current:

Magnetic
field

t

Accelerating

cycle

As the current in the magnet rises from zero,

the increasing magnetic field acts upon the el-

ectrons in the following ways: (1) It exerts a

force directed along the circular axis of the

D. W. Kerst, who built the first betatron,

is shown here with the largest machine of this

kind, the 300-MeV betatron at the University
of Illinois.
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vacuum chamber which accelerates 
the electrons.

This action can be compared with that 
of a trans-

former, with the primary being the 
coils that

energize the magnet, and the secondary 
being the

one-turn "coil" of the electron 
beam. (2) It

constrains the electrons to travel 
in the same

circular orbit on each revolution by 
matching

their increasing energy with an increasing 
bend-

ing force (as in the synchrotron).

Although an acceleration cycle lasting 
only

1/240th of a second may not seem like 
much, dur-

ing that time the electrons in a large 
betatron

will make perhaps 250,000 revolutions 
and travel

a total distance of some hundreds 
of miles.

Electrons were at one time called 
"beta

rays," and the name "betatron" was 
coined to in-

dicate a machine for accelerating electrons. 
As

the photograph on the previous page 
shows, a

large betatron has a physical resemblance 
to a

synchrocyclotron or a large cyclotron.

The betatron completes our discussion 
of the

class of circular accelerators per 
se and leaves

only the class of circular machines 
called stor-

age rings to be covered.

F. COLLIDING-BEAM STORAGE RINGS

The table on page S-19 lists 10 colliding-

beam storage rings, of which 8 are 
electron-

positron machines and 2 are proton-proton 
mach-

ines. All of these machines are strong-focusing

synchrotrons, so there is not a great 
deal to

say about their principles of operation. 
In the

following discussion, our main interest 
will be

to describe some of the differences 
between stor-

age rings and ordinary accelerators, 
and then

to make a comparison between the 
two kinds of

machines as research instruments.

Acceleration vs. storage. In a conventional

synchrotron, the particles are accelerated 
from

low to high energy during a period 
that ranges

anywhere from 1/60 of a second to 
about 10 sec-

onds, after which the cycle starts 
all over

again. But the "cycle" of a storage ring has 2

parts: (1) a "filling" time of, say, 30 minutes

during which anmexternal accelerator 
pumps part-

icles into the ring; and (2) a storage time of

several hours during which experiments 
are done.

As a consequence, storage rings do not have to

provide for the rapid changes of 
magnetic guide

field or RF frequency that are required 
of a syn

chrotron. Slow changes in the strength of the

guide field are necessary in order 
to be able tc

store beams of different energies. 
The RF power

however, can be provided at a fixed 
frequency.

Injection energy. For many storage rings,

an external accelerator is used to supply the

particles at an energy that is already 
very hig]

For example, the 4-GeV SPEAR storage 
ring at

SLAC receives particles from the 
SLAC linear ac

celerator at an energy of 2.25 GeV. 
And at CER

C.

h.

the synchrotron injects protons 
of 11 to 26 GeV

into the Intersecting Storage Rings 
(ISR), after

which the stored beams can be run up 
in energy

to about 31 GeV if desired. When the injection

energy is so large a fraction of 
the final ener-

gy, the result is several important 
simplific-

ations in the design and operation 
of storage

rings.

One ring or two? For convenience, let's

adopt the following abbreviations:

electron-positron collisions: e--+ e+

proton-proton collisions: p -+ P

The most obvious layout for two 
beams to collide

with each other is to have two separate 
magnetic

rings with a point of common tangency:

Two rings side-by-side;

* = collision point.

When more collision points (interaction 
regions)

are wanted, the two rings can be interlaced 
to

provide 4 or 6 or 8 beam crossings:

Two squared-off rings

interlaced; beams cross

at 8 collision points.

Storage rings for p -- p must use two separate

magnetic rings, because the two beams 
are trav-

eling in opposite directions and 
therefore can-

not be guided by the same bending 
magnets. In

the case of e--+ e+ rings, however, either two

separate rings or a single ring can 
be used.

The single ring is possible because 
electrons

and positrons traveling in opposite 
directions

are deflected and focused in exactly 
the same

way by a single magnetic guide field. 
The next

sketch could represent either two 
separate over-

and-under rings for e- + e+, or else a single

ring in which the two beams are held 
apart from

each other except at the two crossing 
points:

L'~ ~~~~~~rng vral-IUL
rings over-ana-unui=,

eams cross at two

collision points.

OR

Single e- -- e+ ring;
.- ,o on.11i n onlv at

N- .Ut-O-l»emtwo crossing points.--
N, two crossing points.
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Accelerators & Storage Rings: A Brief Comparison

Accelerators have two important advantages

over colliding-beam storage rings. The first is

that they are much more versatile machines than

storage rings because they can produce beams of

several different kinds of particles in addition

to their primary electron or proton beams; these

beams can be directed to several separate exper-

imental areas; and a broad variety of experiment-

al studies is possible. The second advantage of

accelerators is that the collisions of their

beams with stationary material targets produce

many interesting happenings ("events") in a com-

paratively short time.

In contrast, the colliding particles in a

storage ring are always the same (either e~ +- e+

or p -+<- p); experiments can only be done right

at the collision region; and the range of poss-

ible experiments is somewhat limited. In addit-

ion, the "target" in a storage ring is the other

beam, and such beams have about the same density

of material in them as a very good vacuum; this

means that interesting events occur at a rate

that is thousands of times slower than that of

an accelerator.

HOWEVER. These disadvantages of a storage

ring can be and are being lived with because of

several offsetting advantages. The most import-
ant of these is the matter of useful energy.

When the high-energy beam from an accelerator

strikes a stationary target, some fraction of

the beam's energy is used up simply in giving a

strong forward push to the struck particle and

to any new particles that may have been created

The magnetic guide field of the SPEAR stor-
age ring at SLAC is a single ring 60 meters

in diameter composed of about 100 magnets, most

of which are assembled in groups of 5 on a com-

mon concrete girder. From front to back (or

back to front), the 5 magnets shown here are a
horizontally focusing quadrupole, a bending

magnet, a defocusing quad, another bend, and a

focusing quad. This is a typical pattern for a

strong-focusing synchrotron in which the func-

tions of bending and focusing are separated.

during the collision. Let's call this the for-

ward energy. As an example, when a 22-GeV

electron strikes a target proton, at least 15

GeV goes into forward energy, and this leaves

only 7 GeV or less that is actually useful for

the purposes of studying the proton's structure

or of creating new particles. And this problem

becomes proportionately more severe as beam en-

ergies go higher:

Beam Forward Useful Energy
GeV GeV GeV % of Beam's

6 3 3 50%

32 24 8 25%

76 65 11 15%

400 372 28 7%

1000 960 40 4%

In contrast, when two high-energy particles

traveling in opposite directions collide head-

on in a storage ring, there is no forward ener-

gy (which way is forward?), and the result is

that all of the energy of both beams is usefully

available for physics purposes. As noted in the

photo caption above, two 30-GeV protons collid-

ing in the CERN ISR yield 60 GeV of useful (or

"center-of-mass") energy, which is about equiv-

alent to the bang that a 2000-GeV accelerator

could produce. Similarly, a 4-GeV e -+- e+ col-

lision at SPEAR gives a useful energy (8 GeV)

greater than that available from 20-25 GeV ac-

celerator beams.

There will be more to talk about in compar-

ing accelerators and storage rings as research

devices in later sections of this article.--BK

B~~~~~~~ K

One of the 8 beam-crossing regions at the

CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR). A con-
ventional accelerator of about 2000 GeV would

be needed to produce collisions that are as

forceful as those that occur between two 30

GeV protons in this machine. The two rings of

the ISR are interlaced in a pattern similar to

that of the 8-bang sketch on the previous page.

I_ __ _� _ _�_ _ _ _ __ _ _ ____ _
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PARTICLE ACC ELE RATORS

Part of the thousand-magnet ring structure of the 400 GeV proton 
synchrotron at the

European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. (CERN photo).
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This article* is intended to be a brief in-

troduction to the subject of particle acceler-

ators. It will be useful to begin by defining

the units that are used to measure the energy

of a particle. This unit is the electron-volt

(eV), which is the amount of energy that a part-

icle having a single electric charge (it doesn't

have to be an electron) gains when it is accel-

erated by a voltage of one volt. The commonly

used multiples of this unit are the following:

1 KeV = 1 thousand
1 MeV = 1 million

1 GeV = 1 billion

(103) eV
(106) eV

(109) eV

A. THE NEED FOR HIGH ENERGY

Artificial acceleration of electrically

charged particles began in the 1920's, and the

earliest of such machines produced particle en-

ergies up to a few MeV. By the early 1950's,

accelerator energies had increased a thousand-

fold to a few GeV, and the largest present-day

machines have attained an additional hundredfold

energy increase to about 500 GeV. There are two

essential reasons why such very high particle

energies are needed in physics research:

1. To act as a kind of fine-grained "light"

to illuminate the smallest things in Nature.

2. To create those particles that are un-

*This article originally appeared, with some ad-

ditional introductory material, as Part One of

an intended three-part article on "High-energy

physics: An introduction" in the April 1978

issue of the Beam Line. Since Parts Two and

Three may never see the light of day, this art-

icle has been retitled "Particle accelerators"

to reflect its actual content.

stable (most of them) and are thus not naturally
available for study.

We'll explore the first of these reasons in
some detail, and the second only briefly.

1. Particles, Waves And Energy

The next several paragraphs will deal with
an idea that is difficult to visualize because

there is nothing quite like it within our exper-

ience of the large-scale world. For this reason,

we are going to try to convey the general notion

by means of analogy in the illustrations that ap-
pear at the bottom of this page and on page 4.

We'll also give the following background inform-

ation or "explanation" in order to try to make
the idea seem less strange.

During the past several hundred years, a

great deal of ink has been invested in trying to

prove that light is either a wave phenomenon or

else a stream of particles. This long-standing

debate was finally settled in 1905 by Albert Ein-

stein, who demonstrated conclusively that it was

both. In certain situations, the wave-like prop-

erties of light show up more prominently; in

others, the particle-like properties. In all

cases, however, the intrinsic nature of light

(of all electromagnetic radiation) is both wave

and particle, inseparably combined.

In the 1920's, the complementary discovery

was made: that particles such as electrons and

protons (all particles) also exhibit wave-like

properties. This so-called "wave-particle dual-

ity" of matter is a fundamental fact of Nature

that has been abundantly confirmed, and it is a

cornerstone of the modern (quantum) understanding

of atoms and of elementary particles. In the

world of the very small, waves and particles are

not merely closely related things--they are dif-

2 SLAC Beam Line, April .1978
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ferent aspects of the same thing.

We emphasize the fact of what we might call

the waveparticle intrinsic nature of matter for

several reasons: (1) We will soon fall back into

the habit of calling the little objects "part-

icles" and symbolizing them as little spheres

[], just for convenience. (2) This is a key

point in understanding the need for high ener-

gies. (3) The idea seems impossible to visual-

ize.

There is, however, a picture we can draw

that will take us closer to our goal because it

combines some aspects of particles and waves:

.... ..: · ...

But the meaning of this picture is very tricky.

It does not represent an object whose component

parts are distributed throughout a certain vol-

ume of space (such as a globular cluster of

stars). Instead, the particle should be thought

of as being very much smaller than the fuzzy

sphere, and the sphere itself represents the

volume within which it is impossible say where

the particle actually is. The particle is al-

most certain to be in there somewhere, but loc-

ating it more precisely than "somewhere" within

the sphere cannot be done. Not be better instru-

ments nor by a smarter idea--there is no way.

This behavior of small-scale matter is des-

cribed by the "Uncertainty Principle," and the

spatial extent of the particle's uncertainty in

location is known as its wavelength. For our

purposes, the key fact is that the particle's

wavelength depends upon its energy according to

the following relationship:

Zx.,,','.:' +

Energy:

Wavelength:

Low

Large

Medium

Medium

High
Small

The marbles and the water waves shown in the

two illustrations on pages 2 and 4 are intended

to show this relationship and its consequences

by analogy. To summarize this important but

difficult point:

The greater a particle's energy, the

smaller (shorter) its wavelength. The

shorter the wavelength, the smaller the

objects that can be studied, and the

greater the detail that can be resolved.

2. Creating New Particles

What we've just talked about is the use of

accelerators as sources of fine-grained "light"

or perhaps as huge "microscopes" for the pur-

pose of studying very small objects in detail.

The second major use of accelerators is as "mag-

ic wands" or perhaps "thunderbolts" for the pur-

pose of creating new particles. Of the many

different kinds of particles that have been dis-

covered, only a very few--most notably protons

and electrons--are stable. Nearly all the rest

are radioactive in the sense that they decay

rapidly into lighter particles. The life spans

(lifetimes) of these unstable particles range

from about 10-6 to less than 10-23 second, so

they must be made to order whenever they are to

be studied.

The fundamental process involved in creating

particles is the conversion of energy (E) into

mass (m) according to Einstein's well-known for-

mula:
E = mc

2

where c is the velocity of light. As an example,

when a high-energy proton (p) collides with a

proton in the target material, one possible out-

come of the collision is the creation of the

particles called pi-mesons (i):

0

The creation process pictured above is usually

written by physicists in a kind of shorthand

form:

p + p p + p + i
0

Or even more cryptically:

pp + ppOT

In words, this process would read: "Proton plus

proton goes to proton plus proton plus pi-zero."

If enough energy is available in the collis-

ion, any of the known elementary particles can

be created for study in the laboratory. The par-

ticular combinations in which new particles can

be created follow certain conservation laws and

"selection rules" that are stringently obeyed,

but they will not concern us further here.

B. FROM MICROSCOPES TO ACCELERATORS

The unaided human eye can make out things

that are as small as about 1/100 of a centimeter.

With the aid of an optical microscope, human

vision can be extended down almost 1000 times

smaller, to about 10
- 5 (.00001) cm, which makes

it possible to study such things as living cells

in some detail. But even with the most powerful

optical microscopes we are still a long way from

being able to see atoms, which are about 1000

times smaller still: 10- 8 cm. (If an apple were

-' -r-l -- -
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(1) The invisible object on the left on

page 2 is now clearly seen to be a letter "M"
when it is packed tightly with much smaller
marbles. (Still smaller marbles would be need-
ed to resolve the wiggly structure on the inner
edges of the vertical legs of the M.) The size
of the marbles is analagous to the wavelength
of particles: smaller wavelength permits great-
er resolution of structure.

(2) At the right, there are actually two
objects in the water. The buoy is smaller than
the wavelength (distance from crest to crest)

of the incoming waves, and for this reason it
produces little or no disturbance as the waves
flow by. The physics analog is that particles
can only be studied with wavelengths that are

to be expanded to the size of the Earth, an atom

would be about the size of an apple.)

With an electron microscope, which is about
the size of a large desk, visible light is re-
placed with a beam of electrons having an energy
of about 50 KeV, and the greater resolution thus

obtained allows us to take pictures of such

things as viruses and large organic molecules.
A specialized instrument somewhat similar to an

electron microscope, the field-ion microscope,
was used to obtain the remarkable photograph

shown at the right. Each of the white dots in

this photo marks the location of a single atom

on the extremely sharp tip of a tungsten needle.
The magnification shown is roughly 1,000,OOOX.
Because of the way it works, the field-ion mic-
roscope can only be used to study needle samples

of metals, but in such cases it achieves very

nearly the absolute limit of resolution that is

possible in the formation of a direct image. To

probe any more deeply into matter, we have to

forego images and use other, indirect kinds of

information to try to understand what we cannot

literally see. Which means that we pass beyond

smaller than the particles themselves.
The second object in the water is the much

larger boat, which creates a "shadow" of calm
water on its leeward side, and which also pro-
duces an interference pattern between the in-
coming and reflected (scattered) waves. This
pattern contains information that can be used
to deduce the size and shape of the boat in
some detail, even when the boat itself cannot
be seen. This is analagous to what happens in
particle-physics experiments, where the pattern

of scattering of the short-wavelength beam
particles contains information about the size
and shape (and also the internal structure) of
the unseen object that was the cause of the
scattering.

the realm of microscopes and into that of accel--

erators.
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Accelerators take over when we move down

within the individual atom, which as we've seen

is mostly empty space, with a diffuse cloud of

electrons vibrating around a dense central core.

Although this central nucleus contains more than

99.9% of the atom's mass, it is almost unimagin-

ably small--less than a millionth of a millionth

(10- 12) of a centimeter. If the nucleus were as

large as a baseball, the nearest electron would

rarely come closer than two miles away. Inform-

ation about the internal structure of atoms can

be obtained with the simplest of the particle

accelerators, the high-voltage generators, which

are machines large enough to be housed in their

own special rooms.

When we focus down upon the nucleus itself,

we find a fairly loosely packed mixture of pro-

tons and neutrons, each of which is about 10-13

cm in size, or roughly 10 times smaller than the

largest nuclei. High-voltage generators can al-

so be used to study the nucleus, but most of the

detailed studies are done with linear or circular

accelerators, machines which by 1950 had grown

to the point where they occupied the whole of

a large building. Finally, within the last 10

years or so, it has become possible to search

for inner structure within the individual pro-

tons and neutrons, using larger linear and circ-

ular accelerators and also colliding-beam stor-

age rings. These most recent machines are prob-

ably the largest and most complex instruments

ever built for any purpose, with dimensions

measured in kilometers or miles, and with sites

that spread over hundreds and even thousands of

acres. The present evidence from such machines

points toward an even deeper layer of basic mat-

ter called "quarks," which cannot be much larger

than 10
' 15 cm and may in fact be much smaller.

Such midget particles, if they exist, are some

10,000,000 times smaller than atoms, and 10,000,

000,000 times smaller than the smallest thing

that can be seen in an optical microscope.

But the mind eventually boggles trying to

cope with such numbers, so let's end this sub-

section with a big-number comparison of a dif-

ferent kind. A distance that human beings can

be comfortable with is one kilometer = 105 cm,

or about 6/10 of a mile. That distance is just

midway in the scale between the longest reach

outward of a telescope and the longest reach

inward of an accelerator:
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We move on now to the accelerators themselves

--what kinds there are, how they work, how they

compare. Our main interest will be to try to

gain an understanding of the three or four basic

processes that occur in accelerators. There will

be some photos to illustrate a few of the mach-

ines, but other than that we will not pay much

attention to specific technical hardware.

The elements that most accelerators have in

common are the following:

1. A source of electrically charged particles.

2. A vacuum system, i.e., an evacuated tube

or pipe for the particles to travel through.

3. An electric field or voltage that can ex-

ert an accelerating force upon the particles.

4. A magnetic "guide" field to deflect and/

or focus the particle beam.

As we proceed through the following discuss-

ion, we will dispose of items 1 and 2 rather

quickly by noting simply that every accelerator

must have a particle source and a vacuum system,

so let's just assume that they do. This will

leave us free to concentrate on items 3 and 4,

Acceleration by electric fields

Beam guidance by magnetic fields

because these two topics are the real heart of

the matter.

C. HIGH-VOLTAGE GENERATORS

These machines are also called "DC accelerat-

ors." The basic idea is simple. A DC voltage

from, say, a large battery is connected to a pair

of metal electrodes within an evacuated tube of

some sort, as shown in the next sketch. The part-

icles to be accelerated in this case are elec-

trons, which carry one unit of negative electric

charge. The negative electrode within the tube

may be heated to cause more of the loosely bound

electrons on the surface of the metal to jump

off (like radio tubes or the television picture

tube).

- r A electrons +

evacuated tube

500
- volts +

The free electrons are repelled by the nega-

tive voltage and attracted toward the positive

voltage, and in accelerating across the gap from

- to + each electron will gain an amount of ener-

gy that is determined by the voltage level--in

this case 500 electron-volts.

The reason that an evacuated tube is needed

is to allow the electrons to complete their

trip without bumping into too many air molecules

along the way. These oxygen and nitrogen mole-

cules are many thousands of times more massive

than the electrons, and any collisions that oc-

cur will cause the electrons to lose some of

their energy and be deflected away from their

proper path.

When the particles to be accelerated are

protons or other heavy particles, then they are

not nearly so easy to come by as are electrons.

But they can be had, and that ends our discuss-

ion of particle sources and (mostly) vacuum

systems.

The two main forms in which high-voltage or

DC generators have been developed are named af-

ter their inventors. The first is the Cockcroft-

Walton machine, which is essentially a clever

voltage-multiplying scheme in which a number of

capacitors are each charged up in parallel to

the voltage of the DC supply, then switched so

that they can be discharged in series.

The second type of DC machine is the electro-

static or Van de Graaff* generator, which is

shown schematically in the next sketch:

VAN DE GRAAF
GENERATOR

Moving
carrie

charger
metal <

at t(

Par
a

ated

ture

Positive electric charge from a DC supply (not

shown above) is carried by a moving conveyor

belt to a metal sphere at the top, where it ac-

cumulates until the operating voltage is reached.

Then positively charged particles from the

source (s) are accelerated downward by the very

high positive potential on the sphere.

Protons have been accelerated to energies of

4 MeV in a Cockcroft-Walton machine, and to 12

MeV in a Van de Graaff (21 MeV in a "tandem" Van

de Graaff). Both kinds of machines are often

used as pre-accelerators or "injectors" for

larger accelerators.

*"Van de Graaff" is a registered trade name of the

High Voltage Engineering Corporation.
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Van de Graaff machines have a very express-

ive way of showing their displeasure when their

maximum voltage limit has been exceeded--indoor

lightning of a kind that would have really turn-

ed on Frankenstein's friend. To achieve beam

energies greater than about 20 MeV, we have to

give up the idea of very high DC voltages and

think of some other scheme. The scheme that is

used is to substitute high-frequency AC voltage

for the DC, and to use this alternating voltage

in a carefully timed system where the particles

receive a succession of accelerating "kicks,"

rather than a single jolt of DC.

Machines that work on this different prin-

ciple of many successive kicks are called cyc-

lic accelerators, and this class includes all

of the remaining machines, both linear and circ-

ular, that we'll discuss in this article. The

common element that we'll encounter in all but

one of these cyclic accelerators (the betatron),

is a powerful radiofrequency system that is much

like a radio or radar transmitter. The major

differences among the remaining machines are in

the methods used to apply the accelerating force

of these radio waves, and also in the use of

magnetic fields for focusing and/or deflecting

particle beams.

D. LINEAR ACCELERATORS

Linear accelerators are used with electrons,

and also with protons and heavier particles.

The two kinds of machines are quite different.

We'll discuss the proton linear accelerator

first.

1. The Proton Linac

Consider the arrangement of metal "drift

tubes" shown in the next sketch. The tubes in-

crease in length as they extend away from the

source tubes power

particle source, and radiofrequency (RF) power

(or voltage) is connected as shown with alter-

nate tubes having the same polarity (one set +

and the other set -). Now suppose that the

source sends out positively charged particles

(protons) in a random fashion, and at a given

instant of time we find three protons located

along the machine in the following positions:

+ +

+ + -

Accelerates

+ +

I e

+ ++

Decelerates No Effect

At the right, the proton that is "hidden" with-

in the metal drift tube is unaffected. At the

center, a proton is "out of phase" and is decel-

erated. At the left, an in-phase proton feels

an accelerating force and speeds up. When the

timing is correct, the in-phase protons will

be speeded up at each gap, move faster through

the next longer drift tube to the next gap, be

"kicked" again, move faster .. and so on

throughout the whole machine.

There is a variation of this basic scheme

called the Alvarez linear accelerator that works

in a slightly different way. Instead of con-

necting alternate drift-tube sections together

electrically, the whole drift-tube structure is

mounted within a large copper tank that acts as

a "resonant cavity." (When a metal enclosure

is filled with radio waves of the correct freq-

uency, it "rings" resonantly, like an organ

pipe, and builds up the intensity of the RF

electric fields to a high level.) The Alvarez

version differs from the earlier (Wideroe) mach-

ine in that all of the accelerating gaps are

first polarized one way, then all swing over to

the opposite polarization, and so on. The basic

idea of increasing drift-tube lengths and part-

icles that "hide" from the field within the

drift tubes remains the same.

The largest proton linear accelerator in

operation is the 800-MeV LAMPF machine at Los

Alamos Laboratory, in New Mexico.

2. The Electron Linac

Electrons are about 1800 times less massive

than protons, and as a result they do not have

to have very much energy before they attain a

speed that is almost as fast as it is possible

The resonant-cylinder accelerating structure

of an Alvarez linear proton accelerator, the

HILAC machine at the Lawrence Berkeley Labor-

atory. The line of drift tubes hangs down

from supporting columns at the left.

0 -I . Y-rtCAL L-A.-- --I
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to go. At an energy of 5 MeV, for example, an

electron's velocity is about 992% of the veloc-
ity of light. This characteristic of electrons

results in a considerable simplification of the
kind of structure that is needed to accelerate

electrons. Instead of a sequence of drift tubes
of increasing length, the structure can be uni-
form after the first foot or two because elec-
trons are simply sucked up to near-light veloc-
ity so quickly. A second major simplification
is that radio waves of very high frequency
(microwaves) can be used, with the consequence

that resonant cavities for electron machines are

about the size of tunafish cans, rather than

walk-in sewer pipes.

Let's begin here with a single cavity being
fed with microwave power, and with a small hole
along its axis to let electrons pass through:

Path of +
_- _ _ _ _-

electrons - +
I- h +

RF input

power

At a time when the electric field within this

cavity is polarized as shown, any electrons in
the cavity will feel an accelerating force and
will gain energy. Now suppose we simply add
more such cavities in a row, tightly coupled to-
gether to form a kind of internally corrugated
structure, and with radiofrequency power fed
into each cavity:

PATH OF I - .I I -I - - - - - .
ELECTRONS | ,,I I | | , | In

INPUT i 11) II4.4
POWER

In order for the acceleration process to contin-
ue, the moving electrons must enter each succes-
ive cavity at a time when the electric field is
polarized as it was in the first sketch. Stated
in a different way, the - to + configuration must

be there when the electron gets there, which
means that the radiofrequency power must travel
along the machine at the same velocity as the
electrons. This is just what happens in such
machines, which are sometimes called "traveling-
wave" accelerators. The stacked-tunafish-can
structure is designed to make the radiofrequency

power in the structure run in exact synchronism

with the electrons at a velocity very close to

that of light.

In practical electron linacs of any size,

the RF power is supplied not from a single de-

vice but rather from a series of large power-

amplifier tubes (usually klystrons) similar to

Part of the two-mile linear electron accelerat-
or at SLAC. The accelerating structure is the
smaller of the two horizontal pipes (wrapped
in white with bands)o It is supported by the
larger aluminum pipe below, which also serves
as a line-of-sight to align the structure. RF
power and vacuum piping feed down vertically
into the beam pipe from a separate building
located at ground level about 10 meters above
this tunnelo

those used in television and radar. Each amplif-
ier feeds its own section of the accelerating
structure (say 3 to 12 meters long), and as many
such sections as are needed are simply joined
together in tandem to form the overall machine
(see sketch on next page). To insure that the

RF power from each amplifier will be timed prop-
erly for acceleration, all of the amplifiers are
driven from a common low-power drive line which
carries the master timing signals along the full

length of the machine.

The largest linear electron accelerator is

the three-kilometer-long machine at the Stanford

Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in California,

The Klystron Gallery at SLAC is the surface
building located above the accelerator in which
the RF power amplifiers and other components
are housedo The light-and-dark colored, mostly
cylindrical object at the far left is one of
the 240 klystron amplifiers used on the machine.

_ _

- . . .. . .
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which can accelerate electrons to energies above

25 GeV. To achieve such high energies in a sin-

gle passage of the electrons through the machine,

the microwave power must be poured on unstinting-

ly. In the SLAC machine, the accelerating force

is provided by 240 klystron amplifiers, each of

which issues forth with discrete belches of some

25 million watts in very short bursts. These

pulses last for about 2 microseconds (millionths

of a second) and are repeated at rates ranging

from 60 to 360 per second. The need for such

concentrated bursts of power is the main reason

why electron linacs, including the SLAC machine,

are not "on" continuously but rather operate as

pulsed devices.

E. CIRCULAR ACCELERATORS

So far we've had a relatively easy time of

it, but in this section things will begin to get

a little more complicated. Since the descrip-

tion of circular accelerators will take up most

of the next 8 or 9 pages, we want to begin here

with the following general orientation:

The plan. The table at the bottom of this

page lists 6 kinds of circular accelerators

that we'll talk about, in the order shown. The

first 5 of these form a related family of mach-

ines, while the sixth, the Betatron, is quite

different from the others. The main stream of

accelerator development since the early 1930's

has been the following sequence:

Cyclotron - Synchrocyclotron - Synchrotron

These machines differ from each other in their

electric- (RF) and magnetic-field properties,

and our chief interest here will be to trace

the succession of key developments that are in-

dicated by the emphasized boxes in the table.

The names. Since 16-letter names tend to

jam our cheap computer, we offer the following

unofficial definitions:

cyclo- : goes around and around

synchro- : keeps in step or time with

-tron : a thing, a machine

So a synchrocyclotron is just a machine for

particles to go around in while keeping in step

with the accelerating voltage.

Some properties of fields. Although elec-

tricity and magnetism are very closely related

to each other, there is an important difference:

the basic "stuff" of electricity exists in Nat-

ure as discrete units of positive and negative

electric charge, whereas no one has ever run

across an isolated North or South magnetic pole

(try breaking a bar magnet in half). If such

magnetic monopoles existed (we keep looking for

them), they would be acted upon by magnetic

fields in the same way that electric charges are

acted upon by electric fields. But since elec-

tric charge is all we've got, let's look at a

couple of ways in which it responds differently

to electric and magnetic fields.

FOR PROTONS:

1 C
CYCLOTRON

SYNCHROCYCOTRONSYNCHROCYCLOTRON

I SYNCHROTRON
(Weak focusing)

4J SYNCHROTRON
(Strong focusing)

FOR ELECTRONS:

SYNCHROTRON

BETATRONBETATRON

FREQUENCY OF
RF POWER

Fixed

DECREASES

DURING CYCLE

Increases

during cycle

Increases

during cycle

MAGNETIC FIELD

BENDING FOCUS

Constant

Constant

INCREASES

DURING CYCLE

Increases
during cycle

ING

Wea

Weak

Weak

STRONG

ORBIT

S--pi
Spiral

Spiral

Circle

Circle

ENERGY LIMITATION & CAUSE

n Cr MJeTT- mA £ - ;-i nrase causes iDart-I
-- / I'XMe V ; iLLCL.- ZD J-A i i %-*>->t= >L -IC, ---- -

icles to fall out of synchronism.

-750 MeV; size and cost of magnet

becomes prohibitive.

=12 GeV; size and cost of magnets

becomes prohibitive.

NO LIMITATIONS (except money)

Increases Weak or =12 GeV; radiation losses require

Fixed during cycle Strong very large RF power input.

Variable (bends,e -300 MeV; size and cost of magnet

(None) Circle
focuses& accelerates) becomes prohibitive.
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As shown in the next sketch, we place a pair
of particles, © and © , at rest in each of two
locations, then turn on an electric field in one
location and a magnetic field in the other:

Particles initially at rest:

Electric Field

+ I +
. Action

Not]
- - hapj

Magnetic Field

N

0 0
hing-
pens / / S

The electric field produces an immediate and ex-
pected effect: the negative particle is accel-

erated toward the positive electrode, and vice-
versa. In the magnetic field, nothing happens,
and we draw our first conslusion:

Magnetic fields pay no attention to elec-
tric charges when there is no relative

motion between the charge and the magnet.

What happens when there is relative motion
between charge and magnet is shown in the next
sketch. This time we turn on the electric and

magnetic fields to begin with, then shoot an

electron dead-center through each of the fields:

Particles in motion:

Deflects f
.. I

Again the expected result occurs with the elec-
tric field: the electron is attracted toward +

and repelled by - and is thus deflected upward

from its original path. The magnetic field
also decides to get into the act this time, but
in its own obstinate, right-angled way. If we
call the field direction North to South and the

electron's original path Front to Back, then the
force exerted by the magnetic field will be Left

to Right, and the electrons will be deflected
sideways. So the second conclusion we draw is
the following:

The force exerted on a charged particle

by a magnetic field is perpendicular
to both the field direction and to the

particle's direction of travel.

We can now begin to get some useful service

out of this sideways property of a magnetic
field by turning our attention to the first of
our circular accelerators.

1. The Cyclotron

The first operating cyclotron was built in
1931 by E. O. Lawrence and M. S. Livingston at UC-
Berkeley. Cyclotrons can generally accelerate
protons or deuterons (proton + neutron) or alpha
particles (2 protons + 2 neutrons), but we'll
consider only protons here. The magnetic guide
field of this grandaddy
of the circular accel-

erators consists of a
single magnet having
poles of circular cross
section facing each
other. With this con-
figuration, an electric-
ally charged particle
that is moving in a
plane parallel to the
magnet pole faces will
feel a constant side-

ways deflecting force
and will thus follow a
circular path (orbit).

Particles of low energy
will travel in smaller

circles than those of
higher energy, and neg-

atively charged part-
4 ~ ....1 l _- . . . .-4' -- I___

iCles wil± circle in a
direction opposite to
that shown here for positively charged part-
icles.

The accelerating electrodes in a cyclotron
are called "Dees" because of their odd shape.
These hollow metal elec-

trodes are placed between
the poles of the magnet,
an RF power source is
connected to the Dees,
and the particles circ-
ulating within the Dees
feel an accelerating
force each time they
cross the open gap between them. Since the
particles gain energy at each gap-crossing, a
moment's reflection will make it evident that

the path they follow cannot actually be a circle
but instead must be a spiral:

Particle

source
at

center Ejection

point

RF power

The particles actually take some hundreds

or thousands of revolutions to spiral out from
the particle source at the center to the eject-

_ __ _____
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ion point, rather than the few shown in the
sketch. The key principle involved in the cyc-
lotron's operation is the following:

The time required for one revolution
is the same for all revolutions.

This is because the more energetic particles
have a longer way to go but are also traveling
faster, and these two factors exactly offset
each other. The result is that the spiralling-
out particles always remain in phase (correctly

timed) with the accelerating field produced by
the radiofrequency power.

2. The Synchrocyclotron

Proton cyclotrons work well for energies up

to about 25 MeV, but beyond that energy the "in-
phase" condition we've just talked about begins

to break down. That is, the higher energy part-

icles begin to fall behind those of lower energy

and thus to arrive at the gaps too late to re-
ceive the proper accelerating kick:

Dee

1 --- - - r- - -

+D Dee
Dee Higher energy particles+ ;

~\ begin to fall behind

The reason for this onset of tardiness is con-

nected with the mass-energy equivalence (E =mc2)

that the Theory of Relativity has taught us.

The principle of equal times for all revolutions
applies only to particles of the same mass (more

exactly, the same charge/mass ratio). As an
example, a 10 MeV proton has a mass about 1%
greater than its rest mass, and this small

change is not much of a problem for cyclotron

operation. But at an energy of 100 MeV the mass

increase is about 11%, which makes the proton

too fat to keep up with the quicker lap-runners.

The solution to this slowpoke or fatso prob-

lem should now be fairly obvious. If the part-
icles can't make it around in time to be accel-

erated, then we have to slow down the accelerat-

ing field enough so that they can make it. That

is, we have to use a source of radiofrequency

power whose frequency decreases during the cycle

of operation. Suppose, for example, that the
lower energy particles go around the machine 20

million times a second, which means that the
correct RF frequency is 20 MHz (MHz =megahertz =

millions of cycles per second). As the partic-

les gain energy and become more massive, the RF

frequency is decreased so that it remains in

step with the particles until they reach maximum

energy and are ejected from the machine.

This is what happens in a synchrocyclotron,

which for the reason just described is sometimes

called a "frequency-modulated cyclotron." A
typical frequency change during one cycle of

acceleration might be from 20 MHz down to about

±lltne .OI'-lIncn syncnIlUrocycUUUroIn at tne Law-
rence Berkeley Laboratory. The scale is in-
dicated by the man at the left. This machine

was originally built as a cyclotron in 1946,
then converted in 1949 to a synchrocyclotron.
The maximum proton beam energy of 740 MeV is
the highest attained by such a machine.

12 MHz, repeated at rates of about 60 cycles per

second.

The "synchro-" part of the name of this
machine comes from the important principle call-
ed phase stability which is in fact what makes

it possible to monkey around with the frequency

of the RF power without losing the particles in

the process. Consider the following sketch,

which represents one cycle of the RF accelerat-
ing voltage at the gap between the Dees:

Accelerating

RF Voltage

Decelerating
4-

1

V 3

Time -+

Particle 2 is at a position known as the "synch-

ronous" phase, which means that it will receive

an accelerating kick of just the right amount to

take it around to the next gap-crossing in time

to remain in the same position as shown in the
sketch. Particle 1, however, has arrived at the

first gap a little too early, but in so doing it

receives a larger accelerating kick. This caus-

es it to swing out to a larger orbit, which
means that it will arrive at the next gap a

little later. Conversely, particle 3 has arriv-

ed late at the first gap and thus receives a
smaller kick. This causes it to swing through

a smaller orbit and to arrive at the next gap a
little earlier.

The net effect, then, is stabilizing, be-

cause particles that stray away from the synch-

ronous phase position in either direction are

___ I

I

A-
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automatically pushed back toward the correct
phase.

Focusing. There is one other automatic cor-
rection mechanism at work in a synchrocyclotron
that we want to describe here in order to set
the stage for the discussion of the next mach-
ine. The next sketch is a simplified cross-
sectional view of the magnet used in a synchro-
cyclotron:

The pole faces of this magnet are curved or tap-
ered so that the strength of the magnetic field
gradually decreases from the center out toward
the edges. This causes the magnetic field to
"bulge" at the edges, as shown, with the result
that particles which find themselves either
above or below the midplane of the machine are
deflected back toward the midplane. Since the
net effect is to compress the vertical size of

the beam, this arrangement of the magnetic field
is described as vertically focusing. We'll re-
turn to the subject of focusing in more detail
shortly.

The synchrocyclotron limit. The.largest
synchrocyclotron is the machine shown on the

previous page, which takes its name from the
184-inch diameter of the pole faces of its
magnet. The magnet includes all of the light-

colored structure shown in the photo, and it

weighs in at the round figure of 4000 tons. A

similar machine designed for, say, twice the en-
ergy would have a 368-inch magnet and would pro-

duce proton energies up to about 1500 MeV. (We
are ignoring here a certain "resonance" problem
that actually limits synchrocyclotron energies
to less than this value.) But the magnet weight

in such a design would increase by a factor of

23 to about 32,000 tons. This is not quite in
a class with the U.S.S. Missouri, but it is
enough iron to build a respectable battleship.

Better we should think of a different way to go
to higher accelerator energies.

3. The Weak-Focusing Synchrotron

The battleship problem is caused by the fact
that the particles in a large synchrocyclotron
have to be guided by a strong magnetic field
through a very large volume of space. In the
case of the 184-inch machine, for example, the
particles have to spiral out from the center a
distance of almost 8 feet to reach the ejection
point. The first of the two solutions to this
problem that we'll describe is to eliminate most
of the center part of the synchrocyclotron's
magnet and convert it into a ring magnet:

A

The change to a ring magnet means that the
particles will now have to travel in a circular
path rather than in a spiral, and this fact has
several important consequences:

Magnetic field. As the particles gain en-
ergy during the acceleration process, their ten-
dency to spiral out to larger and larger radii
is counteracted by increasing the strength of
the magnetic field. This is the essential char-
acteristic of a synchrotron--the magnetic field
increases at a rate that just offsets the part-
icle's energy gain and thus keeps them circulat-
ing in a fixed circular orbit.

Particle source. Since the source of part-
icles is no longer at the center of the machine,
an external source must be provided. This is a
smaller accelerator or "injector" that directs
a particle beam into the ring at initial ener-
gies from about 20 MeV on up to several hundred
MeV

RF frequency. Unlike the case of the syn-
chrocyclotron, the particles in a synchroton
follow essentially the same circular orbit on
each revolution around the machine. Assuming
that the particles are protons (we'll come to
electrons later), they will speed up as they

gain energy and will thus take less and less
time to complete each successive revolution.

This means that the frequency of the accelerat-
ing voltage must increase during the cycle.

Just how this frequency increase is effected de-
pends upon both the initial energy of the in-
jected particles and the final energy to which
they are accelerated. In a typical case, that
of the 6 GeV Bevatron at UC-Berkeley, the num-
bers for one cycle of operation are these:

Initial Final

Beam Energy 20 MeV + 6 GeV
Magnetic Field 0,417 + 15.5 kilogauss
RF Frequency 0.24 + 2.50 MHz

Coils

Cross-section of
synchrocyclotron magnet

(weak-focusing)

_ __

- ---
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(The strength of the earth's magnetic field is
about 1 gauss; 1 kilogauss = 1000 gauss.)

Weak Focusing

It's time now to come back to the subject of
focusing that we began during our discussion of
the synchrocyclotron. As we noted earlier, a
synchrotron can be thought of roughly as a synch-
rocyclotron from which the center of the magnet
has been removed. This is shown in the next
sketch, which should be compared with the similar
drawing on the previous page:

in the machine). However, almost any particle
that we choose to observe for a half-dozen rev-
olutions will trace out a path like that shown
at the right in the next sketch:

- - - -Midplane - - - -

Cross-section of
weak-focusing
synchrotron

Protons
receding

As before, the magnet poles are shaped in a way
that will cause an outward "bulge" in the field
lines, with the result that any particles that
find themselves either above or below the mid-
plane of the magnet will be deflected back toward
the midplane. We called this effect vertical
focusing. As it happens, this same magnetic
field configuration, with the field gradually
decreasing toward the outer edges, can also pro-
vide horizontal focusing. Since it is not as
easy to visualize how this occurs, we want to
postpone any explanation until a little later and
settle here for just being clear about what we
mean by horizontal (and vertical) focusing.

To begin with, the particles in a large syn-
chrotron travel tens or hundreds of thousands
of miles during a single acceleration cycle. In
such a machine, the ideal orbit (path) for the
particles to follow would be a perfect circle
(ignoring for the moment any straight sections

This in-and-out wandering of the particle around
the ideal orbit is called betatron oscillation.
More specifically, the sketch above is an exam-
ple of horizontal betatron oscillation because
the particle is wandering back-and-forth in or-
bits that are both larger and smaller than the
ideal orbit. Betatron oscillations also occur
in the vertical direction, as the following
side-view (harder to draw) tries to show:

Ideal orbit Actual orbits

There are many reasons why particles get in-
to positions away from the ideal orbit: slight
differences in the energies and directions of
the injected particles; small asymmetries in
the field strengths of the magnets and in their
alignment; etc. However, it is less important
to understand why the particles depart from the
ideal orbit (it is unavoidable that they will)
than it is to understand why they keep coming
back to it. If a particle once gets headed in
the wrong direction, why doesn't it just keep
going that way until it hits the machine and is
lost?

Protons
approachinc

The 3-GeV Cosmotron at
Brookhaven National
Laboratory was one of
the earliest proton
synchrotrons (first
ran around 1952)o The

magnet is in four
quadrants and has an
octagonal cross sec-

tion of about 8 by 8

feet. We'll compare

this typical weak-
focusing magnet with
the smaller strong-
focusing designs in
the next sectiono

_ __ __ � __

_ _
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The answer is that the magnetic field is
shaped in such a way that it exerts a restor-
ing or focusing force upon the particles when
they have oscillated out to any position away
from the ideal orbit:

Horizontal - focusing

Vertical

focusing \ 1 /

Cross-section of
vacuum chamber

Ideal orbit

at center
Because the lenses here are weak, the focal
length of the system is long, and as a conseq-
uence the light spreads out a long way from the
central axis of the system ("maximum excursion")
before it reaches the second lens. The long
focal length here is meant to correspond to the
"focal length" of the betatron oscillations.

As we saw earlier, a magnetic field that gradual-
ly decreases in strength from the center outward
can simultaneously provide both vertical and hor-
izontal focusing forces. This arrangement is
called weak focusing, for reasons we now want to
explore.

In order to get a better picture of betatron
oscillations, it will be useful to take the "act-
ual orbits" sketches from the previous page and
unroll them so they are stretched out along a
straight line:

Horizontal T7

1 -- ^ -^-- i
Ideal
orbit

BETATRON

OSCILLATIONS
Maximum

excursions

1\ oVertical I
1 oscillation cycle +[

=lrevolution -

The key point here is the following: the part-
icles go through one complete cycle of betatron

oscillation, both vertical and horizontal, in
more thah one complete revolution around the
ring. This is a necessary condition to achieve
simultaneous vertical and horizontal focusing
from a single magnet. Stated differently, if the

frequency of betatron oscillations is greater
than the revolution frequency of the particles,

then a single magnet can provide either vertical
or horizontal focusing, but not both. In a typ-
ical weak-focusing synchrotron, one cycle of bet-
atron oscillation will occur during about 1½
revolutions around the machine.

We want to end this discussion of weak focus-

ing by looking first at an optical analogy, then
summarizing the problem that a weak-focusing
system eventually creates. The optical analogue
of a weak-focusing magnet system is a beam of
light that is being focused by a pair of weak
lenses, as shown in the next sketch.

The problem. The problem with weak-focusing
synchrotrons is that the betatron oscillations
become big in the larger machines. The vacuum
chambers in such machines have to be large enough
to accomodate the "maximum excursions" of the
particles in both the vertical and horizontal
directions, and bigger vacuum chambers mean much
bigger magnets. As examples, the next table
lists some of the characteristics of three of the
largest weak-focusing proton synchrotrons: the
Cosmotron at Brookhaven, the Bevatron at LBL,
and the "synchrophasotron" at Dubna in the Soviet
Union:

MACHINE & VACUUM CHAM- MAXIMUM WEIGHT OF

BER CROSS-SECTION ENERGY MAGNET

6" x26"1 COSMOTRON 3 GeV 2000 tons

12" x 48"
T12" x 48" l6 GeV 10,000 tons

BEVATRON

15" x 60"
15" x 60"S 10 GeV 36,000 tons

DUBNA, USSR

Thus the change from the synchrocyclotron to
the weak-focusing synchrotron made it possible
to push the energy of proton beams upward from
about 750 MeV to 10 GeV*, and this in turn led

to some very good physics during the period from
about 1950 to 1970. But at 10 GeV the magnet has
grown to battleship size again, and to go on to
even higher energies will require another good
idea.

Before going on to that good idea (strong
focusing), we should mention that most synchro-
trons do not literally have the shape of a ring.

*The largest weak-focusing proton synchrotron is
actually the 12 GeV ZGS machine at Argonne Nat-
ional Laboratory near Chicago. We excluded it
from the list above because it uses a somewhat
different focusing scheme and is not readily
comparable with the other machines.

T
Maximum
excursion

I
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Instead, it is more convenient to split the ring
into four or more separate sections that are
joined together with straight sections.

SYNCHI

at the machine that has put the high energy in-
to high-energy physics during the past 20 years.

The basic idea. The problem we set out to
solve here is how to make a very large synchro-
tron without running up the size of the magnets
to prohibitive proportions. From the previous
discussion it seems clear that this can only be
done by holding down the amplitude (excursions)
of the betatron oscillations so that they can
be contained within a vacuum chamber of modest
cross-section. The basic idea will be to use
a focusing system that drastically changes the
pattern of betatron oscillations from that of
the weak-focusing synchrotron:

HORIZONTAL BETATRON OSCILLATIONS

Beam

t

experiments Injector

These straight sections provide room to get the
beam in and out, to mount the RF accelerating
structure and vacuum pumps, and so on.

4. The Strong-Focusing Synchrotron

The table on this page lists the largest ac-
celerators and storage rings now operating or
presently being built. Of the 19 machines listed
in this table, 1 is a linear accelerator (SLAC),
1 is a weak-focusing proton synchrotron (Argonne
ZGS), and the remaining 17 are all strong-focus-
ing synchrotrons (storage rings are also synch-
rotrons of a kind). So we've arrived, finally,

STRONG FOCUSING WEAK FOCUSING

Although the orbit excursions shown in this
sketch are greatly exaggerated, the principle
of strong focusing is reasonably well indicated.
The idea is to force the particles to go through
many cycles of betatron oscillation for each rev-

THE LARGEST PRESENT-DAY ACCELERATORS AND STORAGE RINGS

MACHINE LOCATION KIND OF PARTICLE ENERGY (GeV)

KEK Tsukuba, Japan 12
Argonne ZGS Argonne, Illinois, USA 12
CERN PS Geneva, Switzerland 28
Brookhaven AGS Brookhaven, LI, NY, USA proton 32

SYNCHROTRONS Serpukhov Serpukhov, USSR 76
CERN SPS Geneva, Switzerland 400
Fermilab Batavia, Illinois, USA 500

DESY Hamburg, Germany electron 7

LINEAR
ACCELERATOR SLAC Stanford, Calif., USA electron 25

ADONE Frascati, Italy 1.5 + 1.5
DCI Orsay, France 1.8 +1.8
SLAC-SPEAR Stanford, Calif., USA ee 4+4
DESY-DORIS Hamburg, Germany e 5 +5

COLLIDING-BEAM VEPP-4 (1980?) Novosibirsk, USSR 7 +7
STORAGE RINGS Cornell-CESR (1979) Ithaca, New York, USA 8+8

SLAC-PEP (1979) Stanford, Calif., USA 18 +18
DESY-PETRA (1978) Hamburg, Germany 19 +19

CERN-ISR Geneva, Switzerlandprtonpr 30 +30
BNL-ISABELLE (1985) Brookhaven, LI, NY, USA 400 +400

( ) Expected completion date.

__ __ -_ -- - - - -- --- -- - - - - ---- - - - -
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olution around the machine. The optical analogue
of the system needed to accomplish this would be
a series of strong, closely spaced lenses:

STRONG FOCUSING

Maximum

excursion

Strong lenses; short focal length

There is one difference between optical and

magnetic focusing that we'll have to consider
before our final system is ready. We said ear-
lier that a magnetic field which focuses in both
the vertical and horizontal directions is nec-
essarily a weak-focusing field. In contrast,
we'll soon learn that a field which focuses
strongly in the vertical direction will necess-
arily defocus in the horizontal direction, and
vice versa. But this apparent problem can be
overcome quite simply through the use of pairs
of strong-focusing magnets in series:

V c I I

Vertical I N et focusing

First I I I e-Second

maqnet- __ I I ,I magnetmagnet I I I

Net focusing

In this sketch, the first magnet provides vert-

ical focusing and horizontal defocusing, while

the second magnet does the opposite. And if the
magnets have equal strengths for both focusing
and defocusing, then the result is net focusing
in both the vertical and horizontal directions.

Alternating-gradient magnets. In most synch-

rotrons, the functions of bending and focusing
the beams are combined in the same magnets. The

magnets in such machines are of two kinds, as
shown in the next cross-sectional sketches:

ALTERNATING-GRADIENT MAGNETS

(Combined bending and focusing)

Center
+- of

machine

Vertical focus

Horizontal defocus

Vertical defocus

Horizontal focus

une or tne z4V strong-focusing magnets that
form the magnetic guide field for the 33-GeV
proton synchrotron (the AGS) at Brookhaven Nat-
ional Laboratory on Long Island.

The poles of these magnets are tapered so that
the magnetic field either decreases (on the
left) or increases (on the right) as one moves
outward from the center of the machine. The

change in field across the gap is called a mag-
netic gradient, and since the two kinds of mag-
nets alternate with each other around the

machine, the system as a whole is called alter-
nating-gradient (AG) focusing.

Quadrupole magnets. In some strong-focusing
synchrotrons, the functions of bending and foc-
using the beam are handled by different magnets.

The bending magnets in such separated-function

machines have untapered poles ("flat-field" or
"zero-gradient" magnets), and the focusing is

provided by quadrupole (4-pole) magnets. Again,

the magnets for focusing are of two kinds, as

shown in the next sketch. By alternating these
two kinds of quadrupoles around the ring, the
same net focusing effect is achieved as in the
case of the alternating-gradient magnets just
described.

QUADRUPOLE MAGNETS
(Focusing)

Vertical focus

Horizontal defocus

Vertical defocus

Horizontal focus

_ __

- .- - .-
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To see how a quadrupole magnet works, con-

sider the following sketch:

The lines with the small arrowheads show the

directions of the magnetic field, which cancels

out to zero along the axis of the magnet but

increases rapidly in strength as one moves rad-

ially outward. The properties of this 4-pole

field are shown by its effect upon the four pos

itively charged particles (0), which we imagin
are moving into the magnet (into the paper) at

the positions shown. The upper and lower part-

icles are deflected toward the axis, while the

left and right particles are deflected away fro:

the axis. This quadrupole is therefore vertic-

ally focusing and horizontally defocusing. By

reversing the positions of the poles, the oppo-

site focusing effect is obtained.

The results of strong focusing. The box be

low shows cross-sectional views of the magnets
used in two Brookhaven accelerators. As we not

ed earlier, the weak-focusing Cosmotron has a

6 x 26-inch vacuum chamber within a magnet of

cross-section 8 x 8 feet and total weight 2000

tons. The strong-focusing AGS machine has an

elliptical vacuum chamber measuring about 3 x 7

inches, and 240 magnets with a cross-section of

3 x 3 feet and total magnet weight of 4000 tons
Thus the AGS achieved 11 times the energy of th

e

m Cosmotron (33 GeV/3 GeV) with only twice the

weight of magnets. The 500-GeV Fermilab synch-

rotron uses alternating-gradient magnets of
even smaller cross-section, as shown in the
photograph above.

5. The Electron Synchrotron

Although electron synchrotrons continue to

play an important role in high-energy physics,

we will deal with them only briefly here because
most of the synchrotron principles we've already

described also apply to this class of acceler-
ators. Electron synchrotrons differ from their

proton cousins in one important respect, and
they also have an inherent limitation in the

e maximum energy that can be achieved. We'll dis-
cuss only these two points.

Faster than a speeding bullet. As we men-
tioned in our earlier discussion of the linear

electron accelerator, electrons travel at speeds

approaching that of light even at energies of

only a few MeV. This fact results in a simplif-

ication in synchrotrons that are designed to
accelerate electrons. Since the electrons trav-

el around the same path at essentially constant
velocity, regardless of their energy, it is not
necessary to change the frequency of the RF

voltage during the accelerating cycle. The

other main characteristics of synchrotron oper-

ation--magnetic guide field increasing during

the cycle, weak or strong focusing--remain un-

changed from those of proton machines.

(As an aside, since the energy gained by

electrons during acceleration does not signif-

A section of the ring-magnet tunnel at
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, near

Chicago. The complete ring contains more
than 1000 magnets, strung out over a circum-

ference of about 4 miles. The magnets have
a cross-section of about 18 x 30 inches in

this strong-focusing synchrotron, which can
accelerate protons to energies up to 500 GeV.

_ s_ ___

_

_ _ I _ _ _ __ __
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icantly increase their velocity, it shows up

mainly as an increase in mass. For example, a

20 GeV electron from the SLAC accelerator has a

mass about 40,000 times greater than its mass

while at rest. This is about the same mass as

that of 21 protons, or of one atom of neon, or

one water molecule.)

All lit up. When high-energy electrons are

guided through a curved path by the force of a

magnetic field, they respond by radiating away

some of their energy in a process called "synch-
rotron radiation" (so named because it was first

observed in synchrotrons). This radiation in-

cludes visible light, ultraviolet and x-rays,

with the specific mix depending upon the energy

of the radiating particles. The amount of ener-

gy that the electrons lose in this process in-

creases very rapidly as the electron's energy in-

creases. For example, doubling the beam energy

in an electron synchrotron results in 16 times

as much synchrotron radiation. For this reason,

the cost of the radiofrequency power needed to

compensate for the lost energy starts to become

worrisome for large machines.

How large is large? Well, the largest elec-

tron synchrotron is the 12-GeV machine at Cornell

University. (Now being converted to the "CESR"

storage ring listed in the table on page 15.)
It seems unlikely that higher energy machines of

this kind will be built--with the following ex-

ception: the storage rings in which electrons

collide with "anti-electrons" (positrons) are

in fact electron synchrotrons with slight modif-

ications. But these modifications do nothing to

relieve the problem of synchrotron radiation.

If we include these storage rings in this dis-

cussion, then the largest electron synchrotrons

will be the 18-GeV PETRA and PEP machines now

under construction. And the physics that has

been done with lower energy electron-positron

storage rings has been so good that some thought

has been given to expanding 18 GeV to 24 or per-

haps to 30 GeV eventually. In addition, there

are Committees in Europe and in the U.S. who

think grandly of a time when 70 GeV might happen,
or even 100 GeV ...

In view of all this, it may be that the "in-

herent limitation" of electron synchrotrons is

not all that limiting. But the problem of synch-

rotron radiation doesn't go away, and at some

point the costs of feeding RF power to the wild-

ly lit-up beams will assume battleship propor-

tions again. Work is now being done to see just

how large an electron-positron storage ring

could be built and operated without shorting out

the Pacific Time Zone.

6. The Betatron

The betatron is something of an oddball in

the class of circular accelerators. It is im-

portant historically but no longer plays a role

in high-energy physics. We'll take a quick tour

through the betatron to see how it works.

To begin with, no electric fields of any

kind are used in the accelerating process. In-

stead, all three of the functions of bending,

focusing and accelerating the particles are car-

ried out by magnetic fields. The basic elements

of a betatron are shown in the next sketch:

A ring-shaped vacuum chamber or "doughnut" sur-

rounds the gap region of a large circular magnet.

The poles of the magnet are shaped as shown to

provide focusing. The magnet is energized con-

tinuously with alternating current at the power-

line frequency of 60 cycles per second, and one

complete accelerating cycle occurs during the

first 1/4 of each of the cycles of the AC current:

Magnetic
field

ting
e

As the current in the magnet rises from zero,

the increasing magnetic field acts upon the el-

ectrons in the following ways: (1) It exerts a

force directed along the circular axis of the

D. W. Kerst, who built the first betatron,

is shown here with the largest machine of this

kind, the 300-MeV betatron at the University
of Illinois.
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vacuum chamber which accelerates the electrons.
This action can be compared with that of a trans-
former, with the primary being the coils that
energize the magnet, and the secondary being the
one-turn "coil" of the electron beam. (2) It
constrains the electrons to travel in the same
circular orbit on each revolution by matching
their increasing energy with an increasing bend-
ing force (as in the synchrotron).

Although an acceleration cycle lasting only
1/240th of a second may not seem like much, dur-
ing that time the electrons in a large betatron
will make perhaps 250,000 revolutions and travel
a total distance of some hundreds of miles.

Electrons were at one time called "beta
rays," and the name "betatron" was coined to in-
dicate a machine for accelerating electrons. As
the photograph on the previous page shows, a
large betatron has a physical resemblance to a
synchrocyclotron or a large cyclotron.

The betatron completes our discussion of the
class of circular accelerators per se and leaves
only the class of circular machines called stor-
age rings to be covered.

F. COLLIDING-BEAM STORAGE RINGS

The table of page 15 listed 10 colliding-
beam storage rings, of which 8 are electron-
positron machines and 2 are proton-proton mach-
ines. All of these machines are strong-focusing
synchrotrons, so there is not a great deal to
say about their principles of operation. In the
following discussion, our main interest will be
to describe some of the differences between stor-
age rings and ordinary accelerators, and then
to make a comparison between the two kinds of
machines as research instruments.

Acceleration vs. storage. In a conventional
synchrotron, the particles are accelerated from
low to high energy during a period that ranges
anywhere from 1/60 of a second to about 10 sec-
onds, after which the cycle starts all over
again. But the "cycle" of a storage ring has 2
parts: (1) a "filling" time of, say, 30 minutes
during which an external accelerator pumps part-
icles into the ring; and (2) a storage time of
several hours during which experiments are done.
As a consequence, storage rings do not have to
provide for the rapid changes of magnetic guide
field or RF frequency that are required of a syn-
chrotron. Slow changes in the strength of the
guide field are necessary in order to be able to
store beams of different energies. The RF power,
however, can be provided at a fixed frequency.

Injection energy. For many storage rings,
an external accelerator is used to supply the
particles at an energy that is already very high.
For example, the 4-GeV SPEAR storage ring at
SLAC receives particles from the SLAC linear ac-
celerator at an energy of 2.25 GeV. And at CERN,

the synchrotron injects protons of 11 to 26 GeV
into the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR), after
which the stored beams can be run up in energy
to about 31 GeV if desired. When the injection
energy is so large a fraction of the final ener-
gy, the result is several important simplific-
ations in the design and operation of storage
rings.

One ring or two? For convenience, let's
adopt the following abbreviations:

electron-positron collisions: e-<- e+
proton-proton collisions: p -- p

The most obvious layout for two beams to collide
with each other is to have two separate magnetic
rings with a point of common tangency:

Two rings side-by-side;

* = collision point.

When more collision points (interaction regions)
are wanted, the two rings can be interlaced to
provide 4 or 6 or 8 beam crossings:

Two squared-off rings

interlaced; beams cross
at 8 collision points.

Storage rings for p -o p must use two separate
magnetic rings, because the two beams are trav-
eling in opposite directions and therefore can-
not be guided by the same bending magnets. In
the case of e--+ e+ rings, however, either two
separate rings or a single ring can be used.
The single ring is possible because electrons
and positrons traveling in opposite directions
are deflected and focused in exactly the same
way by a single magnetic guide field. The next
sketch could represent either two separate over-
and-under rings for e -+< e+ , or else a single
ring in which the two beams are held apart from
each other except at the two crossing points:

rings over-and-under;
eams cross at two
collision points.

OR

Single e- + e+ ring;--- -- I1 2 3- - I-- -

beams collide only at
two crossing points.

I __ _ I _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _
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1. Accelerators vs. Storage Rings

Accelerators have two important advantages
over colliding-beam storage rings. The first is
that they are much more versatile machines than
storage rings because they can produce beams of
several different kinds of particles in addition
to their primary electron or proton beams; these
beams can be directed to several separate exper-
imental areas; and a broad variety of experiment-

al studies is possible. The second advantage of
accelerators is that the collisions of their

beams with stationary material targets produce
many interesting happenings ("events") in a com-
paratively short time.

In contrast, the colliding particles in a
storage ring are always the same (either e--+- e+

or p -+- p); experiments can only be done right

at the collision region; and the range of poss-
ible experiments is somewhat limited. In addit-

ion, the "target" in a storage ring is the other

beam, and such beams have about the same density
of material in them as a very good vacuum; this

means that interesting events occur at a rate
that is thousands of times slower than that of

an accelerator.

HOWEVER. These disadvantages of a storage
ring can be and are being lived with because of

several offsetting advantages. The most import-
ant of these is the matter of useful energy.
When the high-energy beam from an accelerator
strikes a stationary target, some fraction of
the beam's energy is used up simply in giving a

strong forward push to the struck particle and
to any new particles that may have been created

during the collision. Let's call this the for-
ward energy. As an example, when a 22-GeV
electron strikes a target proton, at least 15
GeV goes into forward energy, and this leaves
only 7 GeV or less that is actually useful for
the purposes of studying the proton's structure

or of creating new particles. And this problem
becomes proportionately more severe as beam en-
ergies go higher:

Beam Forward Useful Energy
GeV GeV GeV % of Beam's

6 3 3 50%
32 24 8 25%
76 65 11 15%

400 372 28 7%

1000 960 40 4%

The magnetic guide field of the SPEAR stor-
age ring at SLAC is a single ring 60 meters
in diameter composed of about 100 magnets, most
of which are assembled in groups of 5 on a com-
mon concrete girder. From front to back (or
back to front), the 5 magnets shown here are a
horizontally focusing quadrupole, a bending
magnet, a defocusing quad, another bend, and a

focusing quad. This is a typical pattern for a

strong-focusing synchrotron in which the func-
tions of bending and focusing are separated.

In contrast, when
traveling in opposite

on in a storage ring,

two high-energy particles
directions collide head-
there is no forward ener-

gy (which way is forward?), and the result is

that all of the energy of both beams is usefully
available for physics purposes. As noted in the
photo caption above, two 30-GeV protons collid-
ing in the CERN ISR yield 60 GeV of useful (or

"center-of-mass") energy, which is about equiv-
alent to the bang that a 2000-GeV accelerator
could produce. Similarly, a 4-GeV e -+- e+ col-
lision at SPEAR gives a useful energy (8 GeV)

greater than that available from 20-25 GeV ac-

celerator beams.* Bill Kirk

*See "PEP; An introduction" (Beam Line, April &
June 1977) for a more complete comparison of

accelerators and storage rings.

One of the 8 beam-crossing regions at the

CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR). A con-
ventional accelerator of about 2000 GeV would
be needed to produce collisions that are as
forceful as those that occur between two 30

GeV protons in this machine. The two rings of
the ISR are interlaced in a pattern similar to
that of the 8-bang sketch on the previous page.
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